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Since 1970, translation studies have broken the dichotomous mold of the "word 

for word" or "sense for sense" translation, shifting from a linguistics focus to a new 

approach that investigates the context and confluence of the social/political factors that 

form the cultural background of a language. In the light of this "cultural turn," this study 

comparatively investigates the apparent differences between the two versions of the 

novella "Maldito amor" and Sweet Diamond Dust" by the critically acclaimed Puerto 

Rican Rosario Ferre. To read Ferre's two versions taking into account translation theorist 

Lawrence Venuti ' s concepts of "foreignizing" or "domestication" of a text, evidences the 

need of new theoretical formulations to critically situate these rare cases of authors who 

"write between languages," and (re)create their work in another language. 
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Introduction 

Language is the main instrument of 

man's refusal to accept the world as it is. 

George Steiner, -After Babel 

The art of literary translation has always intrigued investigators because of its 

intrinsically abstract quality. As an action, translation culminates the process of 

transference of meaning from a source-language, in which it was primarily expressed, 

into a target-language. Although this practice can be traced back to early Western 

civilization, notably to Sumerian tablets, the endeavor to understand exactly how 

translation functions still raises contentious debates. 

Since 1970, the focus on linguistics in the study of translation has been 

relegated to a secondary position. Gradually, translation studies have assumed a new 

approach, taking a "cultural tum" in Lefevere's words (12), which investigates the 

role of the cultural context of words in the process. The context or confluence of 

social/political factors that make up the historical background of language, is now 

considered to shape the understanding of a literary text. In order to transpose the 

source-language text into the target-language, a translator must understand the 

cultures of the two languages in which he or she works (Bassnett 14 ). 

In translation studies, this consideration of the cultural context of language is 

not truly innovative. The late eighteenth-century German Romantic tradition 

postulated translation as "the most intensive form of reading, namely of a reading 

which becomes itself creative and productive again, via understanding, explanation, 



and criticism" (Huyssen qtd. in Robinson 93). A.W. Schlegel (1772-1829) introduced 

the concept of translation as a creative process in which the translator acts as a 

mediator between two cultures . Through the mediator's deep knowledge of both 

cultures, she artistically (re)creates the text, transferring its meaning from its original 

culture to a comparable meaning in the culture of another language. 

Both Johann Wolfgang von Goethe ( 1749-1832) and Friedrich Schleiermacher 

(1768-1834) wrote about the relationship between author, reader, and translator. 

However, it was Schleiermacher who further defined the workings of this relationship 

in his treatise "On the Different Methods of Translating" ( 1813 ). The German 

Romantic identified translation as a cultural product, highlighting the historical 

baggage language carries with each word. Schleiermacher argued that there are only 

two ways of translating a text: bringing " the author to the reader," or inversely, "the 

reader to the author." The German theorist supported this second concept and argued 

that the translator must pursue his task by conserving the "otherness" of the text, a 

point further developed by German phenomenologists like Heidegger. 

Schleiermacher's primary ideas were fundamental to the "cultural tum" of the 

70s, especially his insistence on maintaining the "foreignness" or "alterity" of the 

target-language text, an idea shared by most contemporary theorists. The concept of 

"alterity" marks one of the extremes of the semantic dichotomy, the opposite being 

"own," "native" or as understood in translation, familiarity of one's own cultural 

expression. On the other hand, "alterity" symbolizes "other" "foreign," "strange," or 

"alien" (Lachmann 282). 

The contemporary theorist Lawrence Venuti, amplifies Schleiermacher's 

thoughts on the conservation of the "alterity" or "otherness" of a foreign text as the 

means of bringing the "reader to the author." In his work The Translator' s 
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Invisibility: A History of Translation, Venuti provides a nomenclature for 

Schleiermacher's thesis . Positing the "domesticating" or "foreignizing" of a 

translation, Venuti states that: 

Schleiermacher allowed the translator to choose between a 

domesticating method, an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to 

target-language cultural values, bringing the author back home, and a 

foreignizing method, an ethnodeviant pressure on those values to 

register the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text, 

sending the reader abroad. (20) 

Venuti further comments that the concept of foreignizing a translation has taken more 

time to permeate Anglo-American culture because of its long tradition of 

ethnocentricity or domesticating translations where English is the target-language 

(20-1 ). Venuti establishes terms for the interpretative decisions made by a literary 

translator, that are useful when conducting a "symptomatic reading" of a translation 1 

revealing the direction the translator took in his work. She can employ 

"transparency" which inscribes the text in normal standard vocabulary reflecting local 

cultural values. "Transparency" produces a fluent translation presented as if it were 

the original written by the author in the target language; a domesticated text that 

erases alterity (Venuti 27-34). 

On the other hand, the opposite category to "transparency" is "resistancy" 

which stresses the alterity of a translation. The text can be rendered alien or different 

by extensive footnoting with amplified information instead of its inclusion in the text, 

or the deliberate use of archaic words, strange words, or even slang so as to underline 

the linguistic and cultural differences (Venuti 34-8). Employing resistancy, a 

translator can foreignize a text, making it resistant to local values, and provide a text 
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which affords the reader an alien experience. On the contrary, domestication or 

naturalization of a translated text erases alterity so that the reader will not detect that 

the original represented (an)other culture . Seen in a different light, the translator is 

now the cultural mediator of these internal mechanisms. 

But neither the German Romantics nor modem theorists have contemplated in 

their studies, the bilingual writer as a translator of her own works. Yet, the critically 

acclaimed Russian Vladimir Nabokov ( 1899-1977), the Irishman Samuel Beckett 

(1906-1989), and the Puerto Rican writer Rosario Ferre (1938-) are proof, however 

rare, that these artists have existed, and in the case of Ferre, that her works thrive in 

self-translation. Until 1988, Ferre wrote in her native Spanish, and assigned 

translation rights to commercial publishers. Then, discontented2 with the published 

translations of her work, Ferre initiated her enterprise as a self-translator by 

(re)writing and publishing Maldito amor (1986) under the title Sweet Diamond Dust 

(1988) in English. Culminating her intercultural experience as a bilingual writer, 

Ferre has first published the English versions of her last two novels followed by the 

Spanish versions? Thus Ferre joined the rarefied league of self-translators, writers 

who create two different versions of their texts, idiomatically rendering cultural 

difference in two languages. 

In light of the new theoretical approaches to translation, this study will 

investigate the cultural reasons for the apparent differences between the two versions 

of Ferre's novella "Maldito amor" and "Sweet Diamond Dust"4 and determine where 

to situate Ferre's translated version within the parameters established by Venuti. 

The attempt to pinpoint or define the status of a bilingual work by a self

translator is very difficult because no maps exist. Susan Bassett in Translation 

Studies writes of the need for "accessible terminology" in order to further discuss 
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translation (134). This statement is even more meaningful when studying translations 

by bilingual writers: what do we call the translated product? Is it a version, a 

transformation, or an adaptation? A dictionary is not useful in the attempt to establish 

the subtle differences between these terms because all three are used to define each 

other. I have preferred to use the term "version" because its primary meaning is "a 

translation from another language" (Webster 1157). At the same time, "version" 

denotes the changes or adjustments, thus undermining the concept of a mirrored 

translation or of exact equivalence.5 When questioned about differences between 

versions, Ferre touches on the concept of (re)invention or (re)creation. According to 

the author, these changes are the result of seeing things differently; Ferre states that 

"it has a lot to do with feeling[ ... ] you're writing for a different audience," and she 

repeatedly underlines the impossibility of expressing certain things the same way in 

both languages (Perry 101 ). 

Access to Ferre's own thoughts taken from lectures, interviews, and published 

essays on her bilingualism, creative process and experience in self-translation have 

been a helpful source of information in this study. Although the personal background 

of a writer is normally not of utmost importance in a literary study, in this case it is 

interesting to note how the writer became bilingual and acquired her profound 

knowledge of another culture. Born in Ponce in 1938,6 the writer commented on the 

manner she acquired her second language during her 1999 address at the Valencia 

Community College, explaining that she learned English because she wished to read 

comic books that were not available in her native Spanish language. Yet, Ferre began 

to speak English when she started elementary school. 7 The writer commented that: 

I'd never heard the language [English] spoken before, as in my house, 

as in Ponce, everybody spoke Spanish. When I was seven we traveled 
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to NY for the first time and stayed there for a week. I was thirteen 

when I was sent to study high school at Dana Hall, in Wellesley, 

Massachusetts, and I didn't return to Puerto Rico- except for short 

vacations- until I was 22 years old. (Ferre, Year 5) 

Ferre feels that her immersion into Spanish and English in her teenage years has 

permitted her to "add a third dimension" to her understanding of both herself and her 

neighbor (Ferre, Year 5-6). 

Ferre also referred to her bilingualism as "bilingual trespassing" in her 1997 

lecture at Florida Atlantic University (Ferre, Writing 17). The writer explained that 

"bilingual writers make themselves so out of necessity" and insisted that to write in 

two different languages is not merely to be proficient in the two, because "to be a 

bilingual writer is really to be two different writers, to write in two different styles 

and, most important of all, to be able to look at the world through two different sets of 

glasses" (Ferre, Writing 17). Ferre's reference to the importance of "two different 

sets of glasses" communicates her conscious endeavor to conserve the alterity in her 

versions and help her reader to submerge herself into (an)other culture. The writer's 

knowledge of the two cultures positions her between them. 

Ferre's bilingual reader quickly becomes aware of the author's "between 

world condition," a concept developed by Amy Ling to explain the consciousness of 

difference, in persons with bicultural and multicultural backgrounds, whose 

experience of being the "other" affords them an insight to both cultures (xv). Ferre is 

indeed embedded in two cultures and the writer calls her bilingual work "writing in 

between" (Ferre, Writing I). Gustavo Perez Firmat expresses this condition as "life 

on the hyphen" when describing the generation of Cuban-born individuals who have 

been brought up in the United States and occupy an intercultural position, feeling at 
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ease in either cultures. Perez Firmat refers to this generation as translation artists. 

The critic says that "Tradition bound but translation bent, they are sufficiently 

immersed in each culture to give both ends of the hyphen their due" (Perez Firmat 5). 

Ilan Stavans calls the Hispanics of the United States (more recently baptized 

"Latinos"), "Adventurers in Hyphenland" (9). Stavans explores the cultural 

transformation of America which he calls "the Hispanization of the United Sates, and 

Anglocization of Hispanics" that has produced the "Latino hybrid" (19). Hybridity 

occurs at the frontier of two cultures. The Chicana writer Gloria Anzaldua identifies 

this frontier as the "Borderlands" which she defines as being "physically present 

wherever two or more cultures edge each other" (Preface). Anzaldua wrote her book, 

Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza in the language which reflects the 

cultural-overlapped space she inhabits, Chicano Spanish (Preface). Languages meet 

at the "borders" or at the "hyphen," and bilingual writers live between them and 

immersed in the two, or as Ferre does, they "write between languages." 

In Ferre's essay entitled "Destiny, Language, and Translation or Ophelia 

Adrift in the C & 0 Canal," the writer narrates her dream of magically being 

sustained by the water of the canal which she says is, 

a water of words 'where all the precautions of language had to be 

taken,' everything melted into one, blue sky and green water, North 

and South, earth and vegetation ceased to be objects or places and 

became passing states, images in motion. The water of words was my 

true habitat as a writer; neither Washington nor San Juan, neither past 

nor present, but the crevice in between. Being a writer, the dream was 

telling me, one has to learn to live by letting go, by renouncing ever to 
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reach this or that shore, but to let oneself become the meeting place of 

both. (89-90) 

Ferre's "water of words," that "crevice in between," is Perez Firmat' s "hyphen" or 

Anzaldua's "borderlands/frontera." All these writers together with Stavans are true 

"adventurers of hyphenland;" their bicultural expression is translation. 

In this same essay, once she establishes her biculturality, Ferre goes on to 

explain that 

translation is not only a literary but also a historical task; it includes an 

interpretation of internal history, of the changing proceedings of 

consciousness in a civilization. A poem by Gongora, written in the 

seventeenth century, can be translated literally, but it cannot be read 

without taking into account the complex cultural connotations that the 

Renaissance had in Spain. Language, in the words of George Steiner, 

is like a living membrane; it provides a constantly changing model of 

reality. Every civilization is imprisoned in a linguistic contour, which 

it must match and regenerate according to the changing landscape of 

facts and of time. (90) 

According to Ferre, it is not sufficient that a translator have a thorough command of 

the languages, but she must be "dedicated to deciphering conflicting human texts, to 

searching for the final unity of meaning in speech"(Ferre, Destiny 90). The writers 

tells of the extreme difficulty of rendering various "play on words" such as the title of 

the novella itself which entails historical social information in Spanish impossible to 

transcribe into English (91). When translating, Ferrejuggles Venuti's bipolar 

approaches searching for a balance between domesticating and foreignizing of her 
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English version as will be seen in this study, especially with play on words in her 

novella which carry so much information, forming Steiner's "living membrane." 

Writing between languages, Ferre transcribes for the English reader the 

singularity of Puerto Rico's history; the social and political factors that are woven into 

the historical fibers of "Sweet Diamond Dust /Maldito amor." Ferre (re)creates her 

novella, precisely because the "living membrane" of language contains subtle cultural 

nuances that do not transcribe by the mere transposition of words from one language 

to another. Ferre makes adjustments to her story in the English version; she creates a 

"living English membrane" which contains the Puerto Rican historical reality. 

These adjustments allude to the indigenous inhabitants of Puerto Rico, the 

Taino Indian culture, before the island was "discovered" by Christopher Columbus in 

1493, and colonized for Spain in 1508 by Juan Ponce de Le6n. The setting of the 

noveJla is the plantation society. In Puerto Rico, the importance of the plantation 

economy fluctuated throughout time, but at the beginning of the nineteenth century 

(the chronological setting of Ferre's novella), it was firmly established on the island 

and in the Caribbean (Benitez Rojo 1 -50). 

The plantation was the common denominator of the economic development of 

the Caribbean that also defined the social structure and composition of the islands 

because of its functional dependence on slavery (Benitez Rojo 1 1 ). In Puerto Rico, a 

small elite white-plantation-owner class was at one extreme of the social balance; on 

the opposite side were the African blacks, and in between, a rapidly growing mestizo 

class (mixed racial class). At first, the landowners were born in peninsular Spain or 

other parts of Europe; the ownership of land was the incentive for embarking on a 

dangerous journey to the New World. Later insular generations, descendants of these 

European settlers, were called crioJlos 'creoles;' Spain's way of referring to the 
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"other" Spaniards born in the colonies. This name was also applicable to the blacks 

born in the New World of African descent (Diccionario, 596). Paradoxically, although 

grouped under a same name, the elite landowners guarded their pureza de sangre 

("purity of blood"); they kept records of their bloodline to prove that there had not 

been any interracial marriages in their families. 

This racial preoccupation is represented in the novella by the three feminine 

narrators of the black, mestizo and white races. Not only does Ferre's novella deal 

with the subject of race in Puerto Rico, but through these feminine characters it 

questions women's marginal social position. Together with the American invasion 

and economic colonization of Puerto Rico, the plantation society is one of the 

important historical fibers of Ferre's story. In the last decade of the nineteenth 

century, creole political activity gained Puerto Rico's independence from Spain 

(1897), but the first Puerto Rican representatives elected by the people never 

governed because of the Spanish American War's outbreak in April of 1898 and the 

United States' invasion of the island in July of the same year. The following year, 

Spain ceded Puerto Rico to the United States according the agreements stipulated by 

the Treaty of Paris. 

The Spanish version subtly alludes to this historical information but Ferre had 

to be more specific in the English version so that if the reader was not aware of the 

island's past, added information would point out certain facts and serve as a stimulus 

to investigate Puerto Rico's history. Through the De Ia Valle's family characters, 

Ferre weaves in historical information. Don Julio Font's Spanish nationality and his 

"colonization" of Dofia Elvira reflects the Spanish colonization of the island. 

Arfstides talks about the family's participation in favor and against the American 

invasion when he mentions his maternal grandfather who facilitated it, and his 
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paternal grandfather who fought against it. The American economic takeover of the 

sugar cane industry is an important part of the novella's complex story. Don Julio 

Font's resistance to collaboration with the "gringos," and his son Don Ubaldino's 

disdain for the Americans and their Puerto Rican collaborators, evidence this 

historical period. Ferre carefully constructs "Maldito amor/Sweet Diamond Dust" on 

a framework of her island's history. In pursuit of discovering the true identity of the 

island, Ferre aims to destroy the patriarchal construct of mythical Puerto Rican 

history. Ferre comments in the Preface of her work that Sweet Diamond Dust, ten 

years after I wrote it, speaks to me of the Puerto Rico of today" (SOD x). 

Ferre defines her book Sweet Diamond Dust!Maldito amor as "four short 

novels which are related to each other as all the characters in the four stories belong to 

the same family . The first part takes place in the 1890' s to the 1930's (the novella 

studied herein); the second story, in the 1950's; the third in the 1970's, and the 

fourth, in the year 2000" (Perry 90). In her article "Latin American Literatures and 

Cultures: Self and Society," Nora Erro-Peralta writes that "Although each of the 

stories is complete in and of itself and can be read independently of the others, they 

are united by a common theme; the revision and appropriation of official history by 

groups that have been marginalized and/or oppressed by society: women, the poor, 

and people of color" ( 1 20). Ferre's story, "Sweet Diamond Dust /Maid ito am or" is 

considered a novella, that is "a work of fiction intermediate in length and complexity 

between a short story and a novel" (Encyclopedia 820) It narrates the origin of the 

De Ia Valle family and later generations, at the end of the nineteenth century and the 

first three decades of the twentieth, a historical period marking the end of the Spanish 

dominance and the beginning of the United States' colonizing presence on the island. 
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The novella is composed of eight brief chapters, five conflicting accounts 

(narrated by five different characters), of events involving the De Ia Valle family. 

Owners of the sugar cane plantation "Diamond Dust Sugar Mill/ Central Justicia." 

This elite family is tom apart by avarice and the struggle for power within itself. 

Each character tells the same story but each narration changes and adds a different 

perspective. Don Hermenegildo Martinez (a lawyer/novelist, friend of the family) is 

writing the mythical "official biography" of Ubaldino De Ia Valle, because "Every 

country that aspires to become a nation, needs its heroes, its eminent civic and moral 

leaders, and if it doesn't have them, it's our duty to invent them" (MA 24 ). 8 This 

biography/novel/myth takes place in the paradisiacal valley where no poverty exists, 

and forms the narrative frame of the novella representing the "official history" of the 

island. 

Don Hermenegildo's narrator, tells of a valley paradise whose Adams and 

Eves are the indigenous people to the island and are surrounded by lush bountiful 

nature. Passing lightly over the colonization, the narrator arrives are the sugar cane 

society of the nineteenth century where race and classes live in utmost harmony in a 

valley where "vulgarity and mediocrity" were banished (SDD 6). Suddenly the 

paradise becomes "hell" because "Snow White Sugar Mills spews out sugar night and 

day toward the north" (SOD 7). Don Heremegildo's mythical spell is not only broken 

by the American-owned Mills but by other narrating voices; the voice of Arfstides, the 

son of Ubaldino who aspires to rule the plantation; and the voices of three women, 

Titina, Dofia Laura and Gloria who undermine the myth by telling the" 'unofficial 

story ' of Guanamf, whose people are dying of hunger" (MAx). According to Ferre, 

"the novel is all gossip, lies, shameless slander -and yet the story remains true" (MA 

x). Ferre comments about her novella that "I was trying to bring out the fact that in an 
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island, Puerto Rico, the atmosphere is always so claustrophobic. Everybody is 

criticizing everybody else, saying bad things about them and making up all kinds of 

calumnies and false stories. You never know what the truth is, because everybody's 

lying; everybody manipulates the truth to a certain extent" (Perry 90). The "official" 

history of the island is an example of this manipulation, and the conflicting accounts 

by serial narrators instantiate the cultural fabric of "calumnies and false stories." 

In "Sweet Diamond Dust/ Maldito amor," Ferre addresses socio-political 

issues that lie beneath the patriarchal official history exemplified in her story by Don 

Hermenegildo's novel. The feminine characters do not allow male discourse to 

re-inscribe their myths. Their narratives subvert the male discourse and denounce the 

island's unspeakable issues: national identity, women's social marginality, and race. 

In the Preface of Sweet Diamond Dust, Ferre writes about national identity 

saying that "During the nineteenth century, as well as during the first half of the 

twentieth, our [Puerto Rican] identity was defined by a mythical richness we never 

possessed but which we flaunted like a costume at a ball" (SOD x). Ferre also 

comments in the Spanish version's Preface that the concept of nation and the identity 

of a Latin American culture have been closely tied to nature. Puerto Rico's identity

associated image of nature was that of the romantic life on the hacienda, a myth in 

romantic literature that has permeated the collective memory (MA 1 0). 

The island's romantic description by Jose Gautier Benitez's metaphorical 

verse "Perla que el mar de entre su concha arranca" ("pearl, torn from its shell by 

the ocean;" SOD vi), serves as an epigraph to the novel representing its mythical 

identity forged by history. On the other hand, Ferre also includes as an accompanying 

epigraph, Francisco de Quevedo's baroque verses that present such conflicting images 

such as "Es hielo abrasador, es fuego he/ado," ("ice that burns, fire that freezes;"SDD 
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vi) very similar to conflicts reflected by Ferre, between the island's mythical 

plantation life and the reality of social strife and unrest. Through the setting of her 

novella, Ferre approaches the issue of national identity dismantling romanticism. 

Secondly, Ferre evidences women's marginal position in society in her novella 

and denounces their abusive treatment through feminine protagonists in the story. 

The first De Ia Valle woman, Dona Elvira, is beaten by her husband when she 

intercedes for a worker hurt on his job. Women's voices are silenced, just as Dona 

Elvira is when she told by her husband "From today onward, in this house women 

may speak when chickens start to pee, and I forbid you to go on meddling in other 

people's business" (SOD 14). Ferre comments in an interview that her grandfather 

would say this jokingly and that this means that they should never speak "because 

chickens never go peepee" (Perry 98). 

In "Sweet Diamond Dust/Maldito amor" women are colonized by patriarchal 

society just as the island is colonized by the United States. As Ferre points out, 

"Women weren't supposed to have an opinion. If they did, they were never taken 

seriously. They were treated like children" (Perry 98). Ferre's narrative uncovers the 

various cultural codes at play in Puerto Rico ' s patriarchal society in which women are 

considered either as virgins or whores (Velez iii) . The writer includes this patriarchal 

dichotomy in her novella by creating the characters of Dona Laura and Gloria; the 

first, the matriarch of the family whose children are waiting for her death in order to 

contest her last will, and Gloria (together with her son, designated by Dona Laura to 

inherit everything) who is portrayed by Arfstides as a whore. Gloria's character in the 

novella also brings the issue of race into the family. 

The issue ofrace is present throughout Ferre's story . Titina, the loyal black 

servant of the De Ia Valle family, whose mother nurtured Ubaldino at the death of his 
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mother, is another of the feminine voices in the narrative. Titina Rivera is called the 

"everlasting maid" by Don Hermenegildo as if she were the last of her species (SOD 

x). Titina is the first feminine voice to subvert official stories, for she is a keen silent 

observer of what goes on in the family home. The servant asks for Don 

Hermenegildo's intervention so that the promises made to her by Ubaldino be 

honored. Titina represents the black African slaves brought to the island, consistently 

silenced and abused. 

As mentioned before, fear of white blood being tainted by a black strain is the 

basis of racial prejudice in Puerto Rico, a remnant of the Spanish colonial era. The 

novella "Sweet Diamond Dust!Maldito amor" is made up of slanderous lies that are 

gradually exposed to the reader. The climax of the story is the revelation that the 

founder of the De Ia Valle family was mulatto thereby solving the mystery of why 

Ubaldino's daughters were socially shunned. Ferre thus represents the racial 

prejudices that permeate Puerto Rico but are ignored or silenced; few speak aloud 

about prejudice, preferring to act subtly as if these problems did not exist. Luis 

Rafael Sanchez writes that there is proof of this irrational attitude because it has 

permeated the language in the past and present; today many euphemisms are used to 

describe skin in Puerto Rican Spanish.9 The mulatto Gloria is the novella's most 

complex character who interweaves all these issues and destroys the myths. It is 

Gloria who represents the violence of social differences in the text and who exerts 

violence by burning the De Ia Valle home with Don Hermengildo and the family 

members inside. 

A comparative analysis of the Ferre's two versions of the novella "Sweet 

Diamond Dust/Maldito amor" 10 reveals crucial differences, arising from Ferre's 

conception of her task as a bilingual, bicultural self-translator. The differences 
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between the two versions have been separated into three categories; lexical 

differences, amplified cultural/historical information, and differences in form , 

character, tone, and facts. 

Taking into consideration the reasons for these changes, Ferre's self

translation will be viewed in light of Venuti's parameters of domestication or 

foreignization of a text through the use of the techniques of transparency or 

resistancy. Chapter I will deal with lexical differences between the versions of the 

novella such as play on words that are so difficult to render in translation. 

Declarations made by the author herself about the play on words in her translation of 

the title "Maldito amor," will be incorporated into this study to further elicit the 

cultural context of the process of transference of meaning. Lexical variations between 

the source-language and the target-language texts such as idiomatic words or cultural 

sayings, and the different instances of the use of vulgarity in the two texts will be 

examined. 

Chapter II will reveal the extensive amplification of cultural/historical 

information the author blended into the target-language text. This study will consider 

the importance of Ferre's textual strategy influenced by the novella's structure. The 

addition of information to aid the reader in his interpretation of the work as a result of 

this strategy, will also be studied. Ferre's decisions concerning cultural matters when 

translating the novella, will be examined to discern if the translation brings the author 

to the reader or the reader to the author. 

Chapter III deals with the differences in the two versions which arise from the 

physical presentation of the work, the reader's perspective of characters due amplified 

information, the use of tone, and the consequences of the variation of facts. This 

study will discuss passages of the novella in both English and Spanish and the 
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author's apparent desired effect on the reader, evaluated. This investigation will 

always take into consideration Venuti's terminology in order to know where to situate 

a translation carried out by a bilingual author whose (re)creation of her own work 

takes place on the hyphen between two languages. 
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Play on words. 

Chapter I 

Lexical Differences 

What if yo were you and tufueras I, Mister? 

-llan Stavans, The Hispanic Condition 

This study will first consider the author's strategy for rendering the source

language's word-plays into the target-language. The two titles alone are an indication 

of how Ferre, as a translator, approaches Spanish and English. The writer explains 

the difficulty of translating the title of her novella "Maid ito amor," insofar as it is both 

"almost a benign form of swearing, or of complaining about the treacherous nature of 

love," and at the same time "the title of a very famous danza" written by the Puerto 

Rican composer Juan Morell Campos ( 1857-1 896) exalting "the paradisiacal 

existence of the island's bourgeoisie" (Destiny 92). 

The danza is the musical accompaniment for a ballroom dance that was 

popular among the Puerto Rican upper class in the second half of the nineteenth 

century (Palmer-Lopez 308). Ferre writes in the "Preface" to the English version that 

this danza "exemplifies better than any work I know the seignorial paradise of the 

sugarcane planters, without ever mentioning that the greater part of the islanders lived 

in Hell" (viii). Further to the two symbolic meanings already mentioned, Ferre's use 

of this title symbolizes the inclusion of the Puerto Rican blacks as a social component 
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of her construction of a true national identity. Ferre meticulously informs the reader 

that the composer of the danza "Maldito amor" was black, and, according to Ferre's 

footnote (only in the English version) in the novella's last chapter "Homage a Morel 

Campos," he was the first to introduce the Negroid element in his musical 

compositions (SDD 81 ). There is a parallelism between Ferre's feminine mulatto 

character Gloria who too was of humble origin just like Morel Campos. 

Gloria is the third and last voice that speaks in the novella and, together with 

the other feminine narrators, Titina the black servant, and Dona Laura the plantation

owner' s wife, they represent the women of the distinct social classes in the Puerto 

Rican society at the tum of the century. Both Dona Laura and Gloria contradict the 

stories told by the masculine narrators but it is Gloria who in the novella reveals the 

truth to Titina (and the reader) that ends when she, a De Ia Valle by marriage, bums 

the ancestral home with the other narrators and family within. As the house bums, 

Gloria sings "Maldito amor," changing the lyrics of the danza, as can be seen in 

following comparison in which the first line is Morel Campos' composition and the 

second, Gloria's version sung at the end of the novella: 

MC1- Your love is now a songless bird 

G 1- Your love is a bird which has found its voice 

MC2- Your love, my dear, is lost in my heart 

G2- Your love has finally nested in my heart; 

MC3- I don't know why your passion wilts me 

G3- Now I know why it bums 

MC4- And why it never flamed! 

G4- When I remember you. 
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Gloria is no longer "songless;" she has found her voice and the knowledge of "why it 

bums," referring to her realization of how through "Jove" the De Ia Valle men 

colonized "their" women. An example of this is Don Julio Font 's marriage to Dona 

Elvira which afforded him the entrance into the plantation society. 

Metaphorically, just as Gloria is empowered by this knowledge and can break 

away from the past to decide her own future, Puerto Rico as a colony may be 

empowered by the knowledge of its true identity to break its colonial ties. Gloria 

sings of her liberation of the "Maldito amor/Damned Love" which decided her destiny 

and that of the De Ia Valle women. For all these reasons, the title entails a highly 

symbolic play on words with multiple cultural references that pose complex problems 

in its translation. 

In English the literal translation of "Damned Love" obviously does not have 

the same meaning. Faced with the impossibility of reproducing this word-play in 

translation, Ferre changes the title of her book and novella to Sweet Diamond Dust to 

evoke the verbal wit of Maldito amor with a near neologism. Ferre states that, "the 

new title refers to the sugar produced by the De Ia Valle family, but it also touches on 

the dangers of a sugar that, like diamond dust, poisons those who sweeten their lives 

with it" (Ferre, Destiny 92). 

Ferre regards the word-play present in the Spanish version as a characteristic 

of the Spanish literary tradition. According to the writer, this Spanish "constant 

juggling of words" is due to: 

the humorous defiance of apparent social meanings and established 

structures of power. In undermining the meaning of words, the Latin 

American child (as does the writer) puts into question the social order 

that he is obliged to accept without sharing in its processes. This 
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defiance through humor has to do with a heroic stance (e/ relajo, Ia 

bachata, lajoda). (Destiny 91) 

As Ferre suggests, questioning structures of power through humorous literary word

play is a Spanish inheritance from literary roots which, in the Peninsular tradition has 

produced such masterpieces as the works Lazarillo de Tormes and Don Quijote. 

In Puerto Rico this tradition has survived to our times, and as a translator 

Ferre must change other punning Spanish names and titles because of their word plays 

on words. Without an obvious secondary meaning in English, the sugar mills "Central 

Justicia" and "Central Ejemplo" are renamed by Ferre as "Diamond Dust Sugar Mill" 

and "Snow White Mills." The word "Central" indicates mill but, if the names were 

translated literally as "Justice Mill" and "Example or Model Mill", there would be 

significant loss. "Central Justicia," the name of the mill recuperated by the Ubaldino 

from his half-brothers, conveys the poetic sense that patriarchy triumphantly 

overcomes what seems to be impossible obstacles. Justicia symbolically implies 

Ubaldino's victorious recuperation of the family industry, snatching the land out of 

the greedy hands of the Americans. Yet its literal translation in English "Justice," 

would not quite imply all that "Diamond Dust Sugar Mill" does through its 

associations with wealth, greed, and corruption as we will see. 

The translation of "Central Ejemplo," the name of the American sugar mill, 

poses the same problem. In Spanish "Ejemplo" implies the knowledge of doing 

things correctly; something to be imitated. In Ferre's novella, the hacienda owners' 

resentment of the American incursion and economic imperialism is obvious. The 

Puerto Ricans could hardly compete with the ultra-modem mills that the Americans 

installed on the island, and these "models" could not be imitated since the plantation 

owners did not have the capital to update their antiquated industry. 
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Brilliantly resolving this problematic translation, Ferre gives the mills English 

names that are linked to the English title of her book and novella, Sweet Diamond 

Dust. "Diamond Dust" implies a parallelism between the concepts of the 

contemporary drug corruption of a wealthy upper class and, in the novella, of the 

sugar barons' moral degeneration manifested by their greed for power, their lies, and 

their oppression of women. Ferre comments in the preface to Sweet Diamond Dust, 

about how the English title she gave her work proved prophetic, 

Sweet Diamond Dust was named for the sugar produced on the 

sugarcane hacienda. But it is also related, as I see now, to angel dust

cocaine, another means of travelling-which Captain Candelario and 

his troops struggle to obliterate in the novel [one of the short stories in 

the novel]. Literature is prophetic-life often lives up to fiction and 

although in 1986, when I wrote Sweet Diamond Dust, the drug 

problem wasn't rampant on the island, today Puerto Rico is the third 

most important port of entry for drugs for the United States. In my 

dreams I saw what was coming. (ix) 

"Snow White," the English name for the mill controlled by the Americans, 

connotes the fairy-tale quality of this modem complex, never before seen on the 

island. At the same time, the name also invokes the specific fairy-tale character, a 

virginal female figure as an object of desire, fully in accord with the De Ia Valle ' s 

men's concept a woman as a virgin or a whore. "Snow White" also reverses the word 

order of "white snow," which is another name for cocaine. In this way, Ferre insists 

on her allusion to the drug problem insinuated in the title of the novella. Once again, 

Ferre does not translate words to the target-language but (re)creates her cultural 

theatrics in words in the second language. 
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How does Ferre's (re)written word play fare when scrutinized in accordance to 

Venuti's theory? Ferre's translation of the title reproduces a play on words as it does 

in Spanish but with a different meaning. The target language title does refer to the 

plantation society with the added-on allusion to drug addiction. Lost in the translation 

is the source language reference to the Negroid element (Morel Campos) and there is 

no allusion to love component. The target language title is fluent and transparent as it 

is readily understood by the recipient reader culture, thus domesticated. A foreignized 

choice could have kept the original Spanish title and an explanation in a footnote. 

Although the names of the two sugar mills have been equally domesticated, the word 

play of these names with the title of the novella is amplified in the target-language 

version. 

Idiomatic words or sayings 

Ferre's second set of differences is Spanish idiomatic words or sayings that are 

usually impossible to render in the other language. In Chapter III "The 

Consultation!La consulta," Titina remarks in reference to Gloria that in the town 

"malas lenguas la tienen pelado" (MA 31) which literally would be "bad tongues 

have her peeled." Yet, again foregoing a clumsy word-for-word, Ferre limits herself 

to simply describe the action: "gossip about her" (SOD 21 ). Idiomatic expression is 

not literally translatable unless the meaning is reproduced in a target-language 

expression familiar to the reader. The meaning of Titina's words would be transferred 

to English but the expression would have lost her "Puerto Ricanness." In this case, 

Ferre has domesticated the expression by making the meaning fluent in the target 

language. The use of an English idiomatic expression such as "the gossip tore her 

apart." or "long tongues skinned her alive" in a footnote to explain this Spanish 

saying written in the English version in the source language, would have been the 
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road to foreignization. The writer choose to eliminate the alterity this last solution 

would have represented. 

In Chapter IV "Don Julio's Disenchantment/E) desengafio" of Ferre's novella 

Don Rodobaldo Ramfrez, a fellow-countryman and friend of Don Julio, comments to 

him that "Aqu{, aunque los puertorriquefios gobiernen, los norteamericanos mandan, 

y yo ya estoy demasadio viejo para dejarme hacer gringo a lafuerza" ("Here, even if 

the Puerto Ricans govern, the North Americans are in command and I am too old to 

be forced to be a 'gringo;"' MA 39). The idiomatic word "gringo" appears in the 

dictionary of the Spanish Royal Academy (the lexicographical authority of the 

Spanish language), which does not indicate the etymological root of this word, but 

defines it as "Extranjero especialmente de habla inglesa, y en general todo el que 

hable una lengua que no sea La espanola" ("foreigner, especially an English-speaker, 

and in general all who speak any language which is not Spanish;" 1 059). The 

dictionary points out that in Latin America this word is used to indicate an American 

from the United States . 

Ferre translates this sentence in English as "From now on it's the Americans 

who'll have the last word, even when the Puerto Ricans are allowed to govern, and 

I'm too old to molt my feathers" (SDD 28). "To molt my feathers" means that 

Ramirez feels to old to change his ways . But there is a second level of meaning 

which is in play; "to molt your feather" is to change your coat, your appearance, and 

refers to change ideological sides in a political debate. Although cleverly translated, 

Ferre avoids foreignizing the translation by retaining the word "gringo." One 

possible explanation is that "gringo" has been used in Latin American as an insulting 

term to refer to Americans, and Ferre attempts to shy away from any polemic reading 
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of her translation. Yet in her novella, the word "gringo" is a word that Ubaldino's 

character would use, thus Ferre domesticated such an important key word in the story. 

Another method of rendering an idiomatic expression is the use Ferre makes of 

the proverbial phrase in English . Titina remarks to Don Hermenegildo in Chapter III, 

"The consultation/La consulta", that "as you educated gentry are geese of a feather, 

and will always flock together" (SOD 17). This saying implies that education is the 

basis of social class distinction, separating the servant's world from the master's 

social world. But in the Spanish version, this distinction is based on race as seen by 

Titina's words "porque los blancos, par mas simpaticos que sean, siempre son 

blancos, y entre elias se entienden," ("because the white people even if friendly, will 

always be white and they understand each other between themselves;" MA 27). 

Ferre's English version erases the racial commentary, reducing it to a social 

observation, using an English idiomatic expression. The English translation infers 

almost a caste-like separation of classes and while it does not mention race as one of 

the deciding factors of social status, it could be inferred by the story. The source

language text is very explicit; Titina's criteria is racially oriented. This comment 

would lose some of its racial tension if it is interpreted as being the prerogative of a 

long-time family servant who had shared her mother's milk with her master. This 

explication takes an edge off the comment but it still establishes a society with clear 

cut division of classes. In English, the comment is not as incisive. 

This specific example is not so clear as others. It does not seem to be a 

manner of domestication; although fluency intervenes (birds flock together= same 

species remain with their own = white-race beings understand each other), 

transparency does not because unfortunately, an English-speaking reader could 

readily recognize the racial tension in the remark if it had been retained in the 
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translation. Additionally, the racial issue is important in the source-language version 

as it points out the true Puerto Rican society. Therefore, the midpoint stance in this 

translation does not accompany Ferre's intention of unmasking the true identity of 

Puerto Rican society. 

Vulgarity 

The third type of adjustment is the reduction in the use of vulgar words and 

commentaries 11 in the English version of the novella. For example in Chapter II, 

"The consultation/La consulta," Titina makes various remarks similar to the 

following; "Porque ella ahara ya no se llama la Nina Margarita, sino Dona 

Margarita, y, como es millonaria por derecho propio, se pasa el dinero de los De la 

Valle por donde no le da el sol" (MA30). In English Ferre writes "And Margarita is 

the worst of all, since that one, once she married Don Augusto and went to live in 

Santa Cruz, neither calls, nor writes, nor visits, but turns her nose up at all of us. Now 

that she's a millionaire in her own right, she won't let anyone call her Nina anymore 

but Dona Margarita, and she laughs at the way her family is flying at one another's 

throat for a few cents" (SDD 20). 

In essence, the same disdainful idea is carried over into the target-language 

version except for the vulgarity of Titina's reference to Margarita's buttocks. There is 

no direct/literal translation for "por donde no le da el sol" ("where the sun does not 

get to") but Titina's vulgar comment could be translated in vulgar English terms and 

in this way the sentence would retain its coarseness. Ferre does not eliminate the 

scorn from Titina's vulgar remark but the servant's character loses her commonness. 

Vulgarity of the source-language text continues throughout Titina's narration. 

Another example of the coarse language is the following, "Nino Ubaldino le 

deciamos porque hab{a mamado leche de negra, s{ Senor, que el Nino creci6 
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prendido de Ia teta de nuestra madre, Dona Encarnacion Rivera, esclava liberta" 

(MA 29). Ferre translates this as "I call him Nifio Ubaldino because he grew up 

suckling a black woman's milk, yes sir, Ubaldino grew up hanging from our mother's 

tit, Encarnacion Rivera, a freed slave" (SOD 19). On this occasion, Ferre does 

translate "teta" as "tit" the corresponding vulgar term in English. The writer did not 

avoid translating the vulgarity nor attempt to domesticate the text but rather she 

permits Titina's coarseness shine through even though her words may sound 

outrageous 

Ferre writes in the Spanish version, ""No se puede usted imaginar Ia 

cantidad de senoras sonsacadoras de Guamanf las que les hemos dicho que no, que 

aunque nos ofreciesen todo el oro que cag6 el moro y toda Ia plata que cag6 La gata" 

(MA28) . According to Ferre's translation in her essay "Destiny, Language and 

Translation", this type of popular saying("we have a lot of gold, of the kind the parrot 

pukes and we have a lot of silver, of the kind the cat shits;" Ferre's translation 91-2), 

permits the Puerto Ricans "to face and at the same time defy his island's poverty" 

(92). The writer illustrates this point with another saying which she once said is "of 

the blackest humor and unforgiving social judgment; 'El d{a que Ia mierda valga 

algo, los pobres naceran sin culo' ("The day shit is worth any money, the poor will be 

born without assholes;" Ferre's translation, Destiny 92). 

Ferre maintains the vulgarity in both these translations taken from her essay. 

Hence, why does she eliminate this coarseness in "Sweet Diamond Dust?" The 

English translation reads "You can't imagine how many ladies of Guamanf have 

driven out here to beg us to work for them, to entice us with their fake Moorish gold" 

(MA 28)? In her translation, Ferre tries to aim for a place in the middle between 

Venuti's dichotomy; the writer does not maintain the vulgarity which would 
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correspond to foreignizing the text but, on the other hand, although she has 

domesticated the text so that the words do not sound coarse, her translation, "fake 

Moorish gold" retains a foreign quality. 

Repeatedly, vulgarities in the Spanish version are translated omitting their 

coarseness. In Arfstides' comment that "me descoiiaba a trabajar" (MA 51), the 

word "descoiiaba" stems from a reference to the female genitalia although its 

meaning in this sentence is to work very hard. Arfstides' use of this vulgarity goes 

hand in hand with the ironic injustice of his destiny of being the second-born male of 

the family . He studied agricultural engineering to comply with his fate of having to 

run the plantation in the shadow of his brother Nicolas, the European-educated De Ia 

Valle heir. Content to do his work, Arfstides' world falls apart when upon return 

from Europe, his brother destroys all his hard work done to modernize the plantation. 

Ferre could have transposed the vulgarity of descoiiaba in English but she preferred to 

domesticate the version writing it as "I worked myself to death" (SDD 42). In the 

English version, Arfstides' destiny requires added information to alert the reader to 

the reason of his aggressiveness toward his father and brother. 

When Dona Laura hears from Gloria of the black blood passed down to the De 

Ia Valle family by Don Julio, who was not only not from Spain but mulatto 12
, she 

begins to understand why her daughters were shunned by the upper-class society. In 

English she comments that her girls had been snubbed because "they [the sugar mill 

families] had forbidden their cavalier sons to dance with them" (SDD 73). The term 

"cavalier" substitutes an insulting term for homosexuals in the Spanish version; the 

sentence in the source language reads "prohibiendoles seguramente a sus maricones 

de hijos" ("probably forbidding their faggot sons;" MA 75). Although the term 

"maricones" is very much a part of the coarse male jargon, Dona Laura says in a rage 
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and shock. In English, Ferre changes Dona Laura's character to some extent by 

amplifying information (which we will see in another chapter). Ferre portrays her as 

more proper and tones down the vulgarity in her speech. Once again, Ferre has 

domesticated the situation. 

Don Julio's vulgarity in Spanish is also very much reduced in the target 

language. When confronted by his wife Dona Elvira about the hygienic installations 

of the house, in the English version Don Julio says that it was a pleasure to use such 

an aristocratic latrine "finding relief over the cane fields, abandoning one's ass to the 

perfumed tropical breezes while one fertilizes the harvest" (SOD 11 ). In English the 

words "finding relief' scarcely represent the scatological and extremely vulgar 

"eagar" in the Spanish version. Ferre tries to establish a loose balance of vulgarity in 

the target language, translating the Spanish version's "culo" by the English socially 

incorrect "ass." Still, the Spanish version remains much more vulgar, for as the 

original sentence reads "eagar sabre el canaveral, abandonando el culo" (MA 22). 

Once again, this is a case of domestication by toning down all vulgarity in the English 

version as seen previously in other examples. This pattern of domestication changes 

the reader's perception of characters as they speak in much more socially acceptable 

terms in the target-language. 

Lexical Cultural Contexts 

The fourth case of variations between texts is extensive because it includes the 

words in the source-language specially marked by cultural customs. There are many 

types: colloquial terms, cultural language twists and stereotypes, and ideological 

differences. In regard to the colloquial terms, when Elvira complains to her husband 

about the bathing facilities on the plantation, Ferre omits the translation in the English 

version, of "como Dios manda" a term very common in everyday communication. 
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The Spanish narrative reads "cuando ni siquiera hab{a una tina con pata de grifo 

donde uno pudiera baiiarse como Dios manda" (MA 22). Translating literally, the 

term means "as God deems fit" but colloquially it does not have a religious 

connotation. 

"Como Dios manda" is employed to indicate socially normative speech. Even 

today, all Spanish speaking people use such colloquial terms as "si Dios quiere" (if 

God should want), "Dios mediante" (by the will of God), or "ivdlgame Dios!" (an 

interjection of surprise comparable to "I can't believe it!") in every-day situations. In 

the Spanish version, "God deems fit" that a person should have a tub for hygienic 

purposes; this upper-class hygienic apparatus is divinely approved. In the English 

version, there is no divine intervention but rather an extended description of the tub 

reflecting the expectations of an elite class: "she didn't even have a white porcelain 

tub, with the griffon claws, moon-sized silver shower head, and cabriole legs that 

were now so much in fashion" (SOD 11 ). Domesticating the translation, Ferre 

excises colloquialisms that might mistakenly seem freighted with religious overtones 

in contemporary English, and in this manner, the author erases alterity. 

On the other hand, Ferre conserves the alterity when Don Julio says in Spanish 

that "aDios no voy a poder cobrarle los intereses" (MA24), which literally denotes 

that he will not be able to charge God any interest, but he means that no one will pay 

the bank interest his property loans for him. The English version "God won't pay me 

back my interest rates" (SOD 13) has identical signification but, although in both 

cases God will not pay, in the Spanish version Don Julio pretentiously infers 

collecting interests from God himself! Although Ferre has transferred the meaning, 

the cultural othemes" remains intact in this case 
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Other differences demonstrate Ferre's humor and skill. "Sefioritingos" (MA 

21) becomes "laced and stockinged gentlemen farmers" (SOD 1 0). In the Spanish 

version, "sefioritingos" is derived from "sefioritos," meaning male descendents of the 

upper class landowners who Jive off their families' fortunes. The form used by Ferre 

is a despicable manner of referring to these idle heirs. The term "laced and 

stockinged gentlemen" used by Ferre implies the contempt of Don Julio who 

considers Elvira's friends almost members of a different species. Ferres renders a 

similar effect in both versions. 

A bilingual reader will observe differences created to accommodate 

stereotyped conceptions of the "other." In the scene where the Ubaldino is about to 

rescue his family's inheritance from falling into the hands of the "Northerners," Mr. 

Durham proposes a toast to celebrate the reunion of Ubaldino with his half-brothers. 

In the Spanish version the bottle Mr. Durham takes out is cognac and he serves "Saco 

una botella de Martell de La gaveta de su escritorio, as{ como varios vasos, sirvio 

una ronda generosa de cognac" ("He took out a bottle of Martell and various glasses 

from the drawer of his desk, and served a generous round of cognac;" MA 65). There 

is a difference in the drink taken out of the drawer; in Spanish it is a bottle of cognac. 

In Puerto Rico, the upper class at that time was more likely to toast with cognac, 

emulating European traditions that they considered a part of their class inheritance. 

Ferre also indicates that Mr. Durham believes he has the upper hand in the meeting, 

since a congenial atmosphere is indicated by the "ronda gene rosa" he serves. 

The domesticated English version reads "He took out a bottle of rum from the 

desk drawer and served everybody a drink"(SDD 60). In this version the drink is rum 

due to the misconception that Caribbean people drink what they produce, and in 

English the drink is not served generously. In addition, Ferre draws on popular 
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confusion of Puerto Ricans with Cubans, who are famous throughout the world for 

their particular brand of rum. This drink is again mentioned in the target-language 

version in the chapter entitled "Don Julio's Disenchantment/E) desengafio." The 

English reads as follows: 

Don Julio strolled over to the punch bowl and, making an effort, 

managed to down a cup of purple Tipperary, spiced with tea and wine. 

He couldn't understand why the newcomers liked such vile stuff, when 

all around them grew some of the most luscious cane fields in the 

world, and at heart of each blade of sugar lay hidden a golden staff of 

rum. Don Julio, like the rest of the criollo hacienda owners of the 

valley, never drank anything but rum, which they had for centuries 

distilled themselves in rustic copper wires. (SOD 30) 

In the Spanish version, this excerpt is much more limited; "y finalmente se acerc6 

a La mesa donde se serv{an los refigerios. El mozo le acerc6 una bandeja y bebi6, 

hacienda un gran esfuerzo, una taza de punch color malva" ("and finally he went to 

the table where the drinks were served. The waiter offered him drinks on a tray and 

he drank, with great effort, a cup of lavender-colored punch"; MA 40). As seen in 

this comparison, Ferre distinguishes drinks clearly in Spanish, and only in English 

does she add information about the drink the hacienda owners consume! Once again, 

Ferre has domesticated her text by including stereotyped cultural values in order to 

give her novella fluency. On the other hand, the writer includes a foreignized detail in 

this passage with the word "criollo" 13 but does not footnote it. 

Another example of the cultural context of words is the translation of the ditty 

that the workers sing about Nicolas, as told by Arfstides. In the Spanish text, the song 

reads "Antes te llamaban Siete Lindas, y ahora te llaman Desgracia" (MA 53). The 
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English version is "His pants are silk and his shirt is lace; before he was known as 

Seven Beauties, but now he should be named Bereaved" (SOD 45). In the ditty, the 

reference to the "siete lindas" or "Seven Beauties" is unclear but the translation of the 

two correspond in meaning. The difference between the two expressions is that the 

Spanish indicates the feminine gender and Ferre has had toadd "His pants are silk and 

his shirt is lace" in English version to imply the same. "Silk" and "lace" are materials 

associated with female apparel, and in this way, it takes the writer nine more words to 

insinuate Nicolas presumed homosexuality whereas in Spanish it is done in one. 

"Desgracia" in English means shame or misfortune. The name seems 

culturally appropriate because the context in which Arfstides uses it is in reference to 

his brother's homosexuality which in the Spanish culture is a shame fallen on the 

family. "Bereaved" is Ferre's translation but it is not clear if she means mourning or 

the archaic English meaning of "one deprived of something," -perhaps manhood 

(Webster 91). In both cases the homophobic opinion of Arfstides is understood. In 

this example, Ferre has foreignized the translation because the English word 

"bereaved" brings the author to the reader. 

In the target-language version, Ferre maintains the contemptible imperialistic 

stereotypes of Americans who take over the sugarcane industry. In the first chapter, 

Ferre establishes in both languages a paradisiacal description of Guamanf. Ferre 

writes of the first inhabitants subjugated by the Spaniards and of the evolution of the 

valley's people toward a sophisticated society centered around the production of 

sugarcane as the main crop. The narrator describes the harmony of this near-perfect 

paradise, referring to it as "un mundo bello e ingenuo," ("this beautiful and innocent 

world;" MA 19). 
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However, in both languages the reader should observe that the text of this 

chapter is contained within quotation marks and, consequently, that the chapter forms 

part of the novel Don Hermenegildo is writing; he is creating his historical version of 

the mythical Puerto Rican identity. All together there are four chapters of Don 

Hermenegildo's work and they serve to inform the reader of the past: the De Ia 

Valle's official family history. This narrative is written from a patriarchal point of 

view and reflects the plantation owners' opinion of the Americans -a stereotype of the 

"invader." After establishing a paradise, the narrator underlines its loss to 

"Norteamerica," ending the chapter in the Spanish version with these four lines: 

"Hoy todo esto ha cambiado. Lejos de ser un paraiso, nuestro pueblo se ha 

convertido en un enorme embudo par el cual se vierte noche y d{a hacia 

Norteamerica el aterrador remolino de azucar que vomita La Central Ejemplo" 

("Today everything has changed. Far from being a paradise, our town has been 

converted into an enormous funnel which spews forth day and night to the North, the 

whirlpool of sugar vomited by the Snow White Sugar Mill;" MA 19). 

The English version reads as follows, "Today all that has changed. Far from 

being a paradise, Guamanf has become a hell, a monstrous whirlpool from which the 

terrifying funnel of Snow White Sugar mills spews out sugar night and day toward the 

north" (SDD 7). In this version, Ferre has only superficially transposed "embudo" to 

"funnel," and although these two words correspond, the writer has not transferred the 

secondary meaning of the Spanish word which is "en redo, engaiio, trampa." ("lure," 

"fraud," "trap," "snare," "pitfall;" Dictionary 118, 240). The metaphoric play Ferre 

established in the Spanish version which indirectly links the American capitalistic 

invasion of the island as a trap, fraud, etc., is not reflected. On this case, Ferre's 

addition of the word "hell" creates the sharp dichotomy that foreshadows the anti-
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American feelings of the character Don Julio Font, which the reader will soon 

encounter. This important passage is once again at a midpoint stance between 

Venuti's extreme parameters. 

A careful look at the results of the situations indicated in this chapter, shows 

that in most of the cases Ferre resorts to domesticating her text. The writer has 

cleverly resolved the title and the renaming of the plantations but she is always very 

conscious of her the audience when translating. This fact makes the author 

accommodate or bend the text to fit the cultural mold of its target-language reader. 

Generally, the purpose of translating is to reach a larger audience who is monolingual 

and would not be able to read the source-language novel. Therefore, Ferre's 

translation that gives the text the form of the target-language receptor, seems logical. 

Yet, if Ferre is domesticating the translation that is, (re)writing the text with 

certain changes which presupposes that she has formulated a criteria about the future 

audience/reader of the target-language version, then the entire process of self

translation could constitute what BrianT. Fitch suggests as "a self-conscious 

(re)enactment of the problems confronted by the self in extricating itself from -while 

at the same time implicating itself in- language through the speaking-writing-reading 

process" (164). In such a case, is Ferre translating or (re)writing her novella? 

Keeping this in mind, a further comparative analysis will assist the reader in 

formulating an opinion. 
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Chapter II 

Amplified Cultural/Historical Information 

"The words we speak bring with them far 

more knowledge, a far denser charge of feeling 

than we consciously possess; they multiply echo." 

-George Steiner, After Babel 

A comparative revision of "Maldito amor" and "Sweet Diamond Dust" reveals 

how Ferre extensively amplified her English version by including additional cultural 

and historical information throughout the translated text. Many of these background 

facts are important in the interpretation of the narrative in the target language. The 

reader must acquire a minimal consciousness of the social and historical background 

of Puerto Rico as the interpretation of the novella may be difficult without some 

amplified text Ferre presents in her target-language version . 

As a bilingual writer, during the process of translating her work Ferre is 

conscious of the textual strategy she employed in the narrative, and at the same time, 

quite aware of the reader response she had originally expected from the source

language text. The author has explained that her self-translation gives her an 

opportunity to effect changes that take into account the reader of another culture. In 

an interview, Donna Perry posed the following question to Ferre; "Are these changes 

just translations or are some of them a result of your seeing things differently? Some 

of the translations are done years after the original work." and Ferre's answer was as 

follows: 
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Yes, it has to do with that. It has to do with changes of the mind 

perhaps, also with changes in feeling. Language has a lot to do with 

feeling, and you can't talk about certain things the same way, when 

you talk in a different language. Also, you're writing for a different 

audience. The traditions in literature are different. Here [in the United 

States], a story has to have a beginning, a knot, and an end. Otherwise 

they think it's just a lot of hot air. Fleeting impressions are not 

important; they're not interesting. Everyone gets bored. In Spanish we 

have a tradition of open-ended, poetic stories . It's a very popular 

genre . But here it is just not done. Edgar Allan Poe, whom I admire 

enormously, set a model for the American short story that is very tough 

to break. [ . . . ] In Spanish, you can be more poetic and imprecise; 

things can be put more generally . It is more difficult to generalize in 

English; you have to be more precise. (Perry 101) 

As Ferre notes, open-ended stories seem not to be so concrete in their interpretation. 

But her statement is misleading insofar as she continues to use the same open and 

maze-like structure in her target-language translation, giving the reader in both 

versions the illusion of finding his own way to the center of the labyrinth, the 

interpretation of the work. 

The reader of the English version is unaware of the fact that Ferre has foreseen 

her reactions and has developed techniques to lead her to the center. "An open text, " 

according to Umberto Eco, "however 'open' it be, cannot afford whatever 

interpretation" (Role, 9). The Italian critic adds that "An open text outlines a 'closed' 

project of its Model Reader as a component of its structural strategy," and Eco insists 
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that text is "nothing else but the semantic-pragmatic production of its own Model 

Reader" (Eco, 9-1 0). 

Ferre speaks of an English reader but it is obvious that Ferre translates her 

work with the American English reader in mind as is insinuated by her words cited in 

reference to Edgar Allan Poe. This is logical because continental United States is 

very much a part of Ferre's border identity as is Puerto Rico. Border identities are 

"both one and the Other as the border crosser is both self and other," as commented in 

"VoicesNoces in the Borderlands" (652). Upon translating her homeland's image 

into English, Ferre is very conscious of the American reader. 

Ferre lives on the hyphen Puerto Rico-United States but the writer comments 

that at the same time, Puerto Ricans are dwellers of another frontier: North America 

and South America. As stated in her Preface, Ferre writes that 

The characters ask themselves the same questions we have been asking 

ourselves for the past hundred years, and keep asking today: are we 

Latin Americans or North Americans? Should Spanish or English be 

our official language? Should we be a commonwealth, a state of the 

Union, or an independent country? A nuclear base or a bridge between 

cultures? (x) 

Ferre's novella searches for the true identity of her island by dismantling the mythical 

history Puerto Rican sugarcane plantations that purported to be a paradise. Ferre 

desires to be understood by insular and continental Americans. The author truly 

reflects an aim to be the "bridge between cultures" she mentions. 

Ferre's writing-in-between enabled her to strategically produce two versions 

of the same work for two linguistically distinct model readers. "Maldito amor" and 

"Sweet Diamond Dust" are highly symbolic texts throughout which the readers must 
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take careful note of Ferre's guideposts, sorting out the truth among conflicting 

narratives that form the dead-end corridors of the labyrinth . As Ferre states 

everything in her novella is a lie, and Ferre's model reader in English needs many 

more guideposts, culture-specific signs, to reach the center of the labyrinth because 

the corridors of the English maze are tinted with a strange "otherness" that makes the 

journey more confusing but, at the same time, more interesting! 

Cultural guideposts 

The title of Chapter I "Guamanf," is the name of the valley and town where 

the action of the narrative occurs and, although the chapter's descriptive paragraphs in 

Spanish are reminiscent of the island's past, Ferre adds more cultural and historical 

information which does not appear in the Spanish version. The author inserts the 

following paragraph wholesale: 

Our town has lived, up to the turn of the century, from the produce of 

this soil, which the residents revered and took meticulous care of, as 

the most precious gift their forebears, the Taino aborigines, had 

bequeathed them. In Taino legends, all living things on the island -

men, animals, and plants alike-- had been born from the sacred caves of 

Cacibajagua in Mount Guamanf, dwelling place of the god Yuquiyu. It 

was because the residents of Guamanf considered themselves to be the 

children of their mountain, which resembled from afar a huge green 

velvet breast, that they were a peaceful people, leery of war and ready 

to share what little they owned with their neighbors. In ancient times 

they had revered the mountain that ntowered above them, and under 

Spanish rule every Guamanefio had, hidden away in his home, a 

polished stone idol carved in its image and likeness. The stone's Taino 
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name was Cemf, but as the Spaniards punished its worshipers with 

death, the Guamanefio's called them lightning stones, and when they 

were found in their homes by the suspicious Guardia Civil or by church 

officials, they swore they didn ' t know where they came from but that 

they fell on their heads from heaven every time it rained. As time went 

by, the Guamanefios themselves forgot that the name of the strange 

stones was Cemf, or that they were household deities that their 

forebears [sic] held in homage as benefactors of the home, but they 

never threw them out, and they kept them hidden and half-forgotten 

under gaily colored shawls at the bottom of their sandalwood chests, or 

glimmering like strange, ink-dark diamonds behind jars of coriander 

and basil, ajilim6jili and alioli, sweet chili peppers, cloves, and garlics, 

concealed high on the farthest shelves of their cupboards. (SDD 4) 

The additional extensive background material given on the indigenous inhabitants of 

the island and their customs is a good example of the amplified cultural material Ferre 

blends into the target-language text in the process of translation. 

The rest of the first chapter is more or less the same except for three additional 

details. When speaking about the fruits of the island, Ferre adds to the English 

version the following passage: 

And presiding over all of this the fragrant suckling pig, slowly turning 

on its perfumed branch over the smoking embers; a golden deity 

sacrificed to an even greater glory of the senses, a crackling, sizzling, 

barbarous delight of which the ears, the snout, the curlicued tail, the 

labyrinthine blood sausages spiced with Hottentot peppercorns were 
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-
the horror of our foreign visitors and the most exquisite morsel of our 

holy day feasts. (SOD 6) 

Ferre speaks of the roasted pig as a delicacy but is quick to add "to the horror of our 

foreign visitors." The author reminds the reader that this is (an)other land; whether on 

the other side of the border or the opposite side of the hyphen, alterity can reflected by 

the different cultural customs. The stress on alterity also reminds the receptor of the 

text that she is engaged in the process of reading 

Robert D. Newman, in Transgressions of Reading: Narrative Engagement as 

Exile and Return, presents a paradigm of reader engagement with the text. In his 

exploration of the dynamics of narrative engagement, Newman states: 

Readers engaged by a text function much like exiles, viewing the 

narrative as a type of homeland in which they can no longer live. They 

are shifted between narrative and metanarrative constructions while 

each construction adjusts continually the reader's perspective on the 

other. However, because the metanarratives (both those explicit in the 

text and those implicitly erected by the readers' engagement with the 

text) depend to a large degree upon narratives for their subject matter, 

readers need to visit this homeland often. Metanarratives remind 

readers of their actual distance from the narrative, which is seducing 

them. They are conflicted by opposing urges to yield and to resist 

while metanarratives, as polemics, also seduce through the illusions 

they create. (2) 

The readers of Ferre's English text are in this constant movement between the text 

and their interpretation of the text through Ferre's labyrinth-like structure. Her 
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"foreignizing" translation techniques, as in "to the horror of our foreign visitors," 

exile the reader from the text so that she can feel that she is in (an)other world. 

While reading, the receptor of the text constructs the metatext but, because 

Ferre is constantly contradicting one narrator's account by the following one, the 

reader becomes very conscious that her interpretation may be another blind tum in the 

labyrinth. Once more, she must return to the text in order to redirect her metatext, and 

this shifting back and forth brings an increasing consciousness of the process of 

reading itself. As Newman says, the reader is exiled from the text, now equally in the 

two versions. 

Ferre's exilic "otherness" is doubly emphatic in translation. Ferre foreignizes 

her target-language version by adding to the text cultural and historical specifics. In 

this manner metatexts of both versions are similar but the accent on alterity in the 

translated version makes the reader's journey distinct. The reader, in her attempt to 

understand the foreigness of the text's culture, becomes aware that alterity exists in all 

cultures if viewed from an outside position. Even if the reader is Latino and reads the 

English version, she can feel that alterity when her own culture is viewed with 

"horror." 

In Chapter 1, Ferre adds a section on gendered activities to better explain the 

society of her novella to the target-language reader. This additon is as follows: 

Our social and cultural activities were always in the best of tastes; the 

men never went to church, rode their spirited polo ponies, and 

practiced rifleshooting every afternoon, and in the evenings would pay 

a visit to Gaumanf's casino, where they played dominos, roulette, and 

baccarat; the women went to mass every day and visited one another at 

home, where they played rummy, fan fan, and checkers; and did 
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constant charity work at the orphanage, as well as at the homes for the 

aged and for the blind. (SDD 6) 

Ferre describes a patriarchal upper-class Puerto Rican society at the end of the 

nineteenth century where men could gamble but the normative social role of women 

was to stay at home and participate in charity work. All these additions have a 

foreignizing effect on those readers who have never encountered this particular 

cultural world. Those readers, who have partaken of these cultural roles in a similar 

society or the same as the described, will become aware of what the author is doing in 

her translation. 

The author ends this peaceful and tranquil description of life in Guamanf with 

the dichotomy hell/paradise and, once again, the reader is swiftly exiled from the text 

by surprise. Such shocks occur throughout the novel because of sudden contradictions 

in the internal narratives. Every time that the reader has constructed her 

interpretation, Ferre levels it by exposing the deceptions contained in the previous 

section. 

In Chapter II, "The Marriage of Dona Elvira!Las bodas de Dona Elvira," the 

translation of the words "paso fino" in the sentence "en una exhibici6n de paso fino 

de Guamanf' (exhibition of expert horsemanship in Guamanf) gives way to the 

following: 

The town was famous for its horse shows or 'bell as formas,' 

tournaments where our native Gamanenos excelled in expert 

demonstrations, such as riding their spirited steeds with such refined 

control that they could carry crystal water goblets filled to the brim in 

their hands without spilling a drop, or training their stallions always to 
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bow before the ladies, complying thus with the rules of etiquette of our 

casino and other elegant social clubs. (SDD 8-9) 

Ferre foreignizes the text by conserving the original names of the horse shows in 

Spanish, and following the path of bringing the reader to the author, she adds this long 

explanation of the competition. The passage also adds a dash of sophistication to 

sugar plantation society. 

In Chapter III "The Consultation/La consulta," there is surprisingly one 

cultural detail in a description that Titina makes of Gloria that is not explained to the 

target-language reader. There is no visible difference in the two descriptions; both 

include Gloria dress in lavender, with all the accessories in the same color. However, 

the color of lavender is what is called "media luto" (halfway mourning). In the old 

Spanish customs, the family of the deceased usually wore black for a long period after 

the loved one passed away, and afterwards, either lavender or black with white was 

consider appropriate for another period of mourning. This detail of a mourning Gloria 

in lavender is not clear for the English reader, nor the double implication, insinuated 

in Spanish, that all Gloria's clothes and accessories splendidly matched as would be 

considered bad taste in Spanish, where Gloria was attempting to be pleasing to the 

sight of others and was thus only imperfectly mourning. Ferre could have foreignized 

this passage with a footnote explaining the subtle inference but instead the writer 

made the translation fluent which domesticated the text. 

In Chapter IV, "Don Julio's Disenchantment/E) desengafio, Ferre adds in the 

English version, a long paragraph on the beauty of the island: 

Those nightly visits made me feel a beatitude I had never experienced 

before. At dawn after I left Gloria, I'd open the doors of the balcony 

and look out on the sapphire sea that glittered behind the cane fields, at 
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the cane fields themselves, crested with wave upon wave of silvery 

plumes as far as the eye could see, at the glinting spurs of the cocks 

crowing on the crowns of the palm trees, at the velvet green hills that 

rolled and dipped into each other like the breasts of a woman in love. 

And taking a deep breath, I filled my lungs with the pure air of my 

island, agreeing, as I did so, with Don Francisco Oller, who said Puerto 

Rico was not a land but a landscape, and I understood perfectly why he 

had given up the glories of Paris and his impressionist friends to come 

and paint the beauties of his homeland, so that it would be made 

timeless. (SOD 42) 

This poetic passage is one of the few in which Ferre seems to let her pen flow with 

color and imagination. In one of her lectures, in reference to her writing in English 

and in Spanish, the Puerto Rican writer stated that "Spanish is like an exuberant 

jungle I love to get lost in, meandering down paths of words that may lead only to the 

rustle of their own foliage [ .. . ] In English I get puritanical; I could never do a belly 

dance, dance ajlamenco, or do a zapateo in English" (Ferre, Writing 5). Yet the 

passage reproduced contradicts Ferre's words for the writer is obviously capable of 

lyrical exuberance in English as well. Once again Ferre has added a foreign effect by 

including this sensual description. The reader is surrounded by color and texture in a 

metaphoric view of the island's natural beauty. The "landscape" and the baroque 

manner it is narrated, transports the reader. 

Historical Guideposts 

In Chapter V, "The confession/La confesi6n," Ferre adds a long paragraph in 

which Arfstides speaks about his family. Arfstides tells of his maternal and paternal 

grandfathers' actions during the 1898 invasion of the island by the United States. His 
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paternal grandfather Don Julio De Ia Valle confronted the Americans' invasion by sea 

with the Spanish ship, Ponce de Leon, which he had once commanded, whereas Don 

Bon Bon Latoni, his maternal grandfather, welcomed the invading soldiers in 

Guamanf's plaza and danced with them to the tune of "There' s a Hot Time in the Old 

Town Tonight." This account, Arfstides explains, shows the eccentricities and 

extravagances of the De Ia Valle family; traits that he believed fundamental to 

Ubaldino's decision to educate the two brothers so differently (SDD 39). 

This information only appears in the English version. It is Ferre's way of 

introducing the American invasion of the island so that the writer can make her point 

that each grandfather was on opposite political sides which insinuates a division of 

opinions in Puerto Rico on the arrival of the new colonizers, even within the families . 

Although this is the only place Ferre mentions the invasion of the island, the Jones 

Act (1917) 14 is also named in Chapter IV, "Don Julio's Disenchantment/E) 

desengafio." The comment, "the governor's frenzied campaign to Americanize the 

island, just a few months before the passing of the Jones Act into Jaw" also appears in 

the Spanish version (SDD 28). This is Ferre's way of reminding the readers of both 

versions, of the political situation of the island, and in this way, underline historical 

facts. This information has a foreignizing effect as the reader comes in contact with 

(an)other's history from (an)other's point of view. 

Another added paragraph in this same Chapter V describes Nicolas's return 

home from Paris and the gifts he brings, among which is "an eighteenth-century map 

of the island drawn by the French naturalist Andre Pierre Ledru, in which he traced 

Juan Ponce de Leon's daring voyage to the lands of Bimini" (SDD44). In this 

addition, Ferre subtly includes for the English reader some historical background on 

Ponce de Leon and his trip to Florida in search of "The Fountain of Youth." The 
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writer invokes historical myths such as "The Fountain of Youth" to buttress her 

critique and dismantling of Puerto Rican myths. As in many other instances in the 

translation, this page-long addition in the target language text is to orient the English 

reader because of the open structure of the work. 

Ferre must add signposts (amplified information) to her work to direct and 

guide the English reader through the story's confusing labyrinth of lies, and to the 

metaphoric center of the text, the reader's metatext. This path is marked by 

continuous encounters with Ferre's foreign guideposts, that is the social/political and 

cultural background particular to Puerto Rico which alienates and exiles the reader of 

the translation. 

As Newman explains, the reader regards the text as a homeland, and her 

encounter with the alterity expressed in the target language text, exiles her from the 

text/homeland. Newman explains that the reader identifies with the universal 

expectations in the text, and in this case (in agreement with our Western Aristotelian 

tradition), the particulars, the additional historical information provides the alterity 

that exiles the reader. This foreignization because of the additional cultural 

information acts a counterbalance for all the domestication that was wrought by the 

language fluency noted in Chapter I. Ferre's translated text stands midpoint between 

Venuti's two extremes because of this compensation. 
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Chapter III 

Variations in Form, Character, and Factual Information 

Hay tantfsimas fronteras 

que dividen a Ia gente, 

pero por cada frontera 

existe tambien un puente. 

-Gina Valdes, Puentes y Fronteras 

One of the many frontiers that separate people is language, but in this case, the 

bridge that crosses the frontier of different languages is translation is Ferre's 

bicultural (re)creation. This chapter studies the differences between the two versions 

in form, tone, and factual information . Ferre alters the target-language text, 

constructing a cultural bridge between the two texts so that her readers arrive at a 

similar interpretation. These variations differ; some are so slight they almost 

imperceptible, others are important because they influence the interpretation of the 

novella. 

Form 

As the literary form or structure has already been noted, the physical form 

should be discussed as it too can be foreignized or domesticated. There are variations 

in the presentation of the publications in each language . The differences arising from 

the comparison of versions, are consistent for almost all the editions of the novella. 

Following language traditions, in the editions of the English version, the "Table of 

Contents" is placed at the beginning of the book before the Preface, but in the Spanish 
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version, it is at the end. In the target-language version, the stories and chapters of the 

novella are numbered, and in source-language they are not. Each chapter in English 

starts on a new page whereas in Spanish, one follows immediately after the other, on 

the same page. The exception to the above is the Mexican Mortiz edition in which the 

chapters are numbered, as in the English version but do not start on a different page. 

The Dedication of the novel varies between versions; the Spanish version 

reads "A Gautier y a Morel, en Puerto Rico," and "A Angel y a Marta, en Colombia." 

On the other hand, in English the dedications read "To my parents, and to their 

parents before them." And "To Gautier Benitez and to Juan Morel Campos." To 

some extent, Ferre has domesticated the English dedication with her reference to 

history (even though personal) when she mentions her ancestry, and the addition of 

information about Gautier and Morel so that those readers who wish to, may 

investigate who they were. In the Spanish version, there is no reference to Ferre's 

parents etc., and Gautier and Morel are casually mentioned without their first names 

as if Ferre presumes that her Spanish readers will recognize the poet and the 

composer. 

All chapter titles are "word for word" translations except for Chapter II, "The 

Marriage of Dofia Elvira/Las bodas" and Chapter IV, "Don Julio's Disenchantment/El 

desengafio" which differ in that they indicate to the English reader to whom the action 

refers and thus are domesticated. Contrary to this form of domestication, Ferre 

maintains the two epigraphs in Spanish in the target-language version thus signaling 

the alterity in the novel. On the other hand, Ferre writes similar Prefaces in both 

versions but each is very much tailored to the audience's language. The English 

version of Ferre's Preface "Memoir of Diamond Dust/Memorias de Maldito amor," is 

a good example of what domestication is . Ferre maintains the essential thematic 
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material the same in the two introductions but the way this material is adorned is quite 

differently. 

There is one typographical variation that is important in the interpretive 

process. In the English version the text of the chapters which contain the narration of 

Don Hermengildo's biography/fiction/novel, is enclosed by quotation marks,. Once 

again, this also occurs in some of the Spanish version publications in Mexico, but in 

general, the quotation marks do not appear in the published Spanish versions. Ferre 

does this to guide the English-version reader so that she can recognize that Chapters I, 

II, IV, and VI are cited from Don Hermengildo's work. Symbolically, the lawyer' s 

novel is a representation of the myths created by patriarchy. The fact that Don 

Hermenegildo is writing a novel is confirmed in the very last two chapter both by 

Gloria who says "he's [Don Hermenegildo] locked himself up for years writing a 

sentimental romance about Don Ubaldino [ ... ] inventing new lies, new ways of 

twisting around the story he heard form the lips of the protagonists of this tasteless 

melodrama" (SDD 82). 

Don Hermenegild6's text as an example of male hegemonic discourse but it is 

contested and destroyed by Arfstides ' and the female characters' narration in Chapters 

II,V, VII, and VIII (Erro-Peralta 124). Ferre's dismantling of social and historical 

myths is a clear example of what Carolyn G. Heilbrun points out apropos of women 

writers, who often critically revise their social-historical reality in order to raise the 

reader's consciousness about women's relation to society (45). As one of the multi

layered interpretations of this novella, Ferre must guide the reader of the target

language text who may be unfamiliar with the hegemonic vocabulary, tone and 

message which Spanish-speaker could recognize in the text. These quotation marks 
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give the translation transparency by complying with grammatical rules of punctuation 

when citing a text. 

Variations in Character 

When Ferre published her first novel written in English The House on the 

Lagoon (1995) National Book Award Finalist of that same year, and its subsequent 

translation and publication in Spanish (La casa de Ia laguna, 1996), Mireya Navarro 

mentions in her article for the New York Times that when Ferre writes another 

version, "she adds and takes out details, changes metaphors and tinkers with her 

characters" (2). Ferre remarks about the patriarch in the House on the Lagoon, 

Quintin Mendizabal, that he is '"less unpleasant, nicer and more human' in English 

[ .. . ] whereas in Spanish, he is 'a scoundrel who is not worthy of forgiveness'" 

(Navarro 2). The only reason for this that Ferre offers except that "Spanish and 

English resonate differently" although further on she does elude to possible 

unconscious reasons (Navarro 2). 

Whatever the case, in "Sweet Diamond Dust/Maldito amor," Ferre varies the 

description or adds information about two of the principle characters in the target

language version thus changing the reader's perspective of them. The first example 

can be seen in Chapter II "The Marriage of Dona Elvira/Las bodas de Dona Elvira;" 

Don Julio's physical description reads "su enorme cuello de toro, as( como su pecho 

de fleje y empaque, tan distintos a los empalagosos refinamientos de sus 

pretendientes, le resultaban muy atractivos ("his huge bull-like neck in addition to his 

steel-packed chest differed greatly from her suitors' excessively soft refined manners, 

that it seemed very attractive to her;" MA 20). Yet in English Ferre writes "His 

manner, so different from the filigreed bowing and scraping of her previous wooers, 

seemed to her very attractive" (MA 20). 
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Of the two versions of her novella, Ferre gives more importance to Don Julio's 

rough appearance in the source-language translation, yet in the target language the 

stress is on his manner that is different. In English, Don Julio's character is not 

refined in manners as Dofia Elvira's friends but this negative feature attracts her 

attention because of its alterity. This difference suggests that perhaps Don Julio is a 

fortune hunter; and certainly could not belong to Dofia Elvira's group of friends. The 

fact that he comes from a lower class would support his scorn of his wife's friends. 

Don Julio is unveiled when Gloria tells Dofia Laura that he is not a Spaniard 

but an islander with black blood. In the source-language version, the author hints that 

Don Julio looks like a peasant, thus does not belong to Dofia Elvira's social class. He 

is peasant-like and rude-looking. He employs vulgarity in his conversations with 

Dona Elvira. The reader follows the text fearing that he may be violent, fear which is 

confirmed when he beats his wife. In the target-language version, Don Julio's manner 

is different from the others that Dofia Elvira knows within her social class. There is 

no physical description, his speech is not as vulgar as in Spanish but the two versions 

coincide that Don Julio is cruel. 

Don Julio exploits his workers to the maximum with no human regard for 

them just as the Spanish colonizers exploited the colonized Puerto Ricans. This is 

surmised from the scene when Don Casilda loses his arm and Don Julio answer to his 

wife's suggestion that they help the mutilated worker with a pension was his rage and 

abuse of. Dofia Elvira. Indifferent to the subtle differences in character that Ferre 

presents in the two versions, the end result is that Don Julio's colonization of his 

wife's person is the metaphor for Spain's colonization of the island. 

Similarly, Dofia Laura in the source-language descriptions is also very 

different from the target-language image created from the text's description. In the 
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Spanish version Chapter VII, "The Oath/EI juramenta," Dofia Laura describes her 

father as a mulatto with a name that sounded like a chocolate candy (bomb6n) and as 

"un oscuro comerciante corso, que habia hecho sufortuna vendiendo de contrabando 

refrigeradores de hielo y fogones e carbon de casa en casa," ("a dark Corsican 

merchant who had made his fortune selling smuggled ice refrigerators and coal stoves 

from door to door;" MA 71 ). This version differs greatly from the target-language 

translation which coincides in only with "My father, Don Bon Bon Latoni, was a 

Corsican emigre" but is vastly different from there, as it continues stating, "whose 

father had made a small fortune in the coffee mountains of Utuado during the last half 

of the nineteenth century" (SOD 66). In this version, Dofia Laura is raised on the 

coffee bean plantation which was filled with "delicate branches under the deep shades 

of yagrumo and moca trees," a far cry from the "the merchant who sold smuggled 

refrigerator and stoves." 

The differences in the target language text do not stop here; there are three 

pages of amplified narration about Dofia Laura's high esteem for the Northerners and 

for all that they had accomplished on the island and that "Many years later I couldn't 

have been more pleased when three of my daughters married these civilized men" 

(SOD 69). Another two pages of added narration that speaks of her husband's 

possessing "the sweetness and warmth of its soft, sabled topsoil, and he planted and 

reaped some of the lushest canes in the world; he had its fertile energy, as can be seen 

by the many illegitimate children he left behind" (SOD 75). This is not the vulgar

speaking woman portrayed in the Spanish version, as seen in Chapter I of this study. 

Only in one part of the amplified information does this character mention a 

vulgar term. Dofia Laura makes a metaphoric prophecy that expresses the same ideas 
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about the island's true identity and its future, as those set forth by Ferre in the Preface. 

Dona Laura's says 

It's our island ' s destiny to become the gate to South as well as to North 

America so that on our doorsill both continents will one day peacefully 

merge into one. And it's for this reason that I'm set on leaving 

Diamond Dust to Gloria and Nicolasito, because they are the children 

of that port, their unbribable tribal offspring.[ .. . ] and thus Nicolasito 

can be said to be the child of all. In her body [Gloria's], or if you 

prefer in her cunt, both races, both languages, English and Spanish, 

grew into one soul, into on wordweed of love 15
• (76) 

None of this information is available in the source-language text although the reader 

interprets that Gloria represents the future of the island because as a mulatto, she and 

her descendents form the new race of Puerto Ricans. But language is not mentioned. 

This radical change in Dona Laura's character can be regarded as a 

foreignization because it deals with local histories and certainly conserves the alterity 

because it speaks of particularities of Puerto Rico's history and expresses one way of 

seeing the future. 

Tone 

The variations in the use of vulgarity noted in Chapter I of this study, 

underline tone as an important key to the interpretation of the novella. The following 

are a few of the examples of Ferre's manipulations of tone and their effect on the 

text. In Chapter II, "The Marriage of Dona Elvira/Las bodas," Dona Elvira complains 

about the rudimentary conditions in which they live, Don Julio Font answers that they 

live "like kings" and that his wife takes "everything for granted" (SOD 1 1 ). Don 

Julio then goes on to explain that life in Puerto Rico is a paradise in comparison to the 
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conditions in Spain and that the hard life of the Conquistadors was fundamentally the 

reason behind their historical victory in Mexico and Peru (SOD 11 ). 

Ferre amplifies the English text where necessary to stress Don Julio's haughty 

insolent tone; his words remind Dofia Elvira that he is the Spanish Conquistador, the 

colonizer, and she a mere spoiled Creole, the colonized subject. This long 

explanation is limited in the Spanish text to "En las tierras de alia se vive con muchas 

privaciones. Ademas me consta por experiencia que Ia carencia y el sacrificio son 

buenos para Ia salud del alma" ("In the land over there (Spain), you live making 

many sacrifices. Besides I am convinced by experience that the sacrifice and the lack 

of necessities are good for the soul's health"; MA 23-24). In Spanish, Don Julio's 

tone is not so insolent and he does not infer to his wife that that he is the colonizer of 

her body just as the Conquistador who colonized America. In contrast, the English 

version is a sharp, cutting commentary written in an arrogant and rude tone, which 

gives the reader a glimpse of the character that will later beat his delicate refined wife. 

Domesticating the text, Ferre changes the dialogue according to the readers' 

linguistic and cultural context so that the characters are seen from the requisite point 

of view for the interpretation of the novel. In this same passage where Font speaks of 

the Spaniards' endurance, the character compares this trait to those of Elvira's friends. 

In Spanish Don Julio says, "las llamadas gentes de condici6n, entre las cuales tienes 

tus amistades, terminan todas ablandadas por ellujo y la indolencia, expertos en 

arte, musica y literatura, mientras dejan delapidar su herencia" ("Those upper-class 

people whom you call your friends, are spoiled by the luxury and indolence; they are 

experts in art, music, and literature while they permit their inheritance go to 

shambles"; MA 24). This pejorative scornful social comment by Font demonstrates 

the attitude of superiority of the colonizer. 
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The differences in the English text intensifying Font's forceful scorn, are 

necessary in this character's dialogue. Font's dialogue in English reads, 

That's why this island's elegant gentry are such good-for-nothing 

rakes, because they've become softened by luxury and indolence, 

warmed by tropical breezes, and used to living without needing to 

work. Like your conceited and dissolute friends in town, for example, 

whose greatest ambition is to become world authorities in art, music, 

and literature, while they let the lands they have inherited from their 

ancestors to fallow and fall to pieces. (SDD 11) 

Ferre had to render or (re)write this character in English with the force of the Spanish 

colonizer implicit in the other text. Font scorns the cultured upper class, who 

according to him, squander their fortune. His words set up a bi-polar society; those 

who, although not experts in culture, work to conserve their possessions and the 

decadent upper-class landed gentry of the island who lose their lands. Font's 

comments scornfully and critically compare the plantation society's nitwits with the 

Spaniards, harshly conditioned to be triumphant Conquistadors. The English reader 

may not perceive Font's forceful identity as the colonizer through a literal a 

translation with no adjustments. 

In Chapter V, "The Confession/La confession," Arfstides speaks of the 

changes Nicolas made on the plantation to benefit the workers. In English there is 

little difference in content, but the tone is different. In Spanish Arfstides 's comments 

about Nicolas are as follows: 

AI regresar de Europa decidi6 ganarse La idolatr{a de esos salvajes 

recien descolgados de los arboles, que cult ivan a regaiiadientes 

nuestras tierras, y comenz6 a repartir entre ellos parcelas de terreno y 
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a construirles casas, empeiiado en llevarles las bendiciones del agua 

potable y hasta de la luz electrica. ( When he came back from Europe 

he decided to win the devotion of those savages who just swung down 

from the trees and who loathsomely cultivated our land. He began to 

divide up the land and construct houses for them, determined to take 

the blessing of drinkable water and even electricity into their houses. 

(MA 52-3) 

Below is Ferre's target-language translation: 

When he came back from Europe he was more set than ever on 

winning over the admiration of our field hands and workers, in spite of 

the fact that they could hardly understand a word of what such a prince 

clad in a white silk ruffled shirt and black tuxedo pants, recently 

emigrated from the Rue de Rivoli into the stinking inferno of the cane 

field, had to say to them. He insisted they should have decent lodgings 

instead of living in the old remodeled slave quarters, and began to 

segregate small pieces of land where they were to build their own 

houses with part of the dividends the next crop would bring; he was set 

on bringing water from the river in pipes so that they wouldn't have to 

bathe in the contaminated rivers any longer, where the blue snails 

poisoned the waters with bile, so that in a few years their livers were 

mildewed with the delicate blossoms of bilharzia; and he even insisted 

on bringing them the blessings of electric power, when our workers, 

poor things, were afraid of it, and much preferred to cook in their 

traditional way, balancing their cooking pots over burning coals, 

between three smooth river stones. (SOD 44-5) 
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Even though both texts signify more or less the same thing, there is much added 

material in the English version. In Spanish, Arfstides talks in a notably despicable 

tone about the workers, referring to them as animals that just descended from living in 

the trees, in an obvious reference to our evolutionary ancestors. Arfstides's rage in 

Spanish is a result of envy of Nicolas because his arrival changes Arfstide's world; 

his brother takes over the reins of the plantation in such a brief time, spending the 

money his brother had worked so hard to gain, and, under the guise of social justice, 

manipulates the workers whom Arfstides scorns, since he has a little respect for them, 

just like his grandfather Don Julio Font. 

In English, the text is amplified, and the tone has changed to a poetic note. 

Arfstides's scorn is still there but it is a controlled rage directed against his brother but 

not the workers. Arfstides even refers to the workers as "poor things" and, even 

though this tone is blatantly condescending, there is no longer any of the near hatred 

of the working class. Ferre's amplified English text alters the tone and the 

perspective of the character's relationship with his brother. 

Plot 

Ferre makes a few changes in the plot, the first in Chapter III "The 

Consultation!La consulta." After Titina's narration to Don Hermenegildo, the lawyer 

voices his comments on what he has heard about the De Ia Valle family. In the course 

of this commentary, Don Hermenegildo decides to go to see Dona Laura who is on 

her death bed. In the English version, Don Hermenegildo says, "I've decided to pay 

the De Ia Valles a visit. I owe it to Ubaldino to try to help his family out, as well as to 

protect his good name. I never did care much for Arfstides or his sisters, and didn't 

get to know Gloria very well. But I respect Laura, she was always a good wife and 

mother" (SDD 24). 
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ln the Spanish version, Don Hermenegildo comments "he decidido acudir 

manana a casa de los De Ia Valle, para prevenir a Arfstides y sus hermanas de lo que 

esta sucediendo. [ ... ] Creo que le debo a Ubaldino, en memoria de mi amistad con el, 

mi presencia en su casa en estos momentos" (I have decided to go tomorrow to the De 

Ia Valle's house to warn Arfstides and his sisters about what is happening. [ . .. ] I 

believe I owe Ubaldino my presence in his house at this time, in memory of our 

friendship; MA 36-7). 

In both versions Don Hermenegildo decides to pay a visit to the De Ia Valle 

family because he feels he owes this to the memory of his friendship with Ubaldino. 

Although, the context is the same in the two versions, the lawyer says in English "I 

didn't care much for Arfstides or his sisters" when in Spanish Don Hermenegildo says 

that he must go see the De Ia Valle family to warn them of what is happening. 

Nowhere in the Spanish version does he say that he does not care for Ubaldino's 

children. 

The only apparent reason for this change is to make it clearer to the English 

reader that many lies will be told during the course of the novella. The reader has 

recognized that Don Hermenegildo's narration is myth-building but these comments, 

following conflicting stories told by other characters, seem to correspond to what he 

truly believes. When the lawyer says that he never liked his friend's children, the 

reader is alerted to what is happening. Once again, the reader is exiled from the 

novella to a perspective outside the text, from where she can discern where the 

conflicts lie. This change in the English text is another guidepost Ferre erected for the 

English reader. 
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One major change in the story concerns the time of the death of Ubaldino and 

of the birth of Nicolas ito. In Chapter III "The consultation/La consulta," Titina 

mentions in the English version that 

Since Nicolas passed away Dofia Laura's only joy has been Nicolasito, 

that little cherub who fell to us from the clouds to brighten the sadness 

of two terrible deaths. Nicolas ito was born before his grandfather's 

demise and a few days after his father's airplane accident, and for that 

reason Dona Laura is very attached to him. (SOD 20) 

These facts are important because of Nicolasito 's function in the text. In Chaper V 

"The Confession!La confesi6n," Arfstides defines Gloria's child as "his father's child 

and his mother's grandchild, his brother's child and his brother's brother, his son, his 

brother, and his nephew all in one" (SOD 49). According to these events and dates, 

Nicolasito could have been the son of any of the three De Ia Valle males, Ubaldino, 

Arfstides, or Nicolas. 

However, the Spanish version differs. There Titina says that "Nicolasito naci6 

seis meses despues de Ia muerte de su abuelo y unos once meses despues de Ia muerte 

de su padre" ("Nicolasito was born six months after the death of his grandfather and 

about eleven months after his father's death;" MA 31 ). This statement makes it 

impossible for Nicolas to be the father but does not eliminate Ubaldino or Arfstides. 

But, Arfstides later statement about the monster Gloria was carrying which was 

"el hijo de su padre y el nieto de su hermano; el hijo de mi coima y el 

hermano de su hermano; su hijo, su hermano y su sobrino a Ia vez." 

(the son of his father and the grandchild of his brother; the son of my 

mistress and the brother of his brother; his son, his brother and his 

nephew all at the same time. MA 57 
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There seems to be a mistake when Arfstides says "el nieto de su hermano" (the 

grandchild of his brother) because it seems more logical that it read "the grandchild of 

my mother." But, all the Spanish versions read the same way. Although Arfstides 

thinks that the child could be the son of Nicolas, this seems impossible because of the 

dates given by Titina. 

In the Spanish version, this time conflict appears to be just another of the 

many lies in the story that the Spanish reader can readily detect. This reader is aware 

of the multiple inconsistencies as the novella unfolds, and before long she realizes that 

everything narrated is a lie. The English reader' s task of detecting the lies is much 

more difficult because she cannot discern them through cultural details that she does 

not know. Instead of explaining everything by amplifying information, which in the 

end would defeat Ferre's primary artistic purpose, in her translation she uses time 

periods that are unequivocally wrong so that the reader can more easily find the 

inconsistencies. 

As seen in this chapter, Ferre has domesticated the physical form of the target

language version; the presentation, dedications, chapter, preface are all domesticated 

so that the reader can fluently read the novel. Only the epigraphs represent the alterity 

that the reader may find in the work but this is not a foreignization of the text because 

there is no footnote which translates the verses . Therefore, on the whole, the physical 

presentation of the translated version in itself is domesticated. 

The case of variations of the characters between the two language versions, is 

not a case of domestication nor foreignization . Ferre does not have a set pattern for 

these variation nor does she offer a concrete reason . Therefore, the only possible 

manner to regard these changes is that they are part of the guideposts that Ferre 

established for the reader to follow the open structure of her work. This is evident in 
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the case of the additional information provided about Dona Laura. But, at the same 

time, the additional information intertwined with the character's life, gives the reader 

a glimpse of the "Northeners" and the changes they brought about on the island. 

Dona Laura ' s voice speaks in favor of the United States just as Don Ubaldino ' s does 

not. Dona Laura's speech about the future destiny of the island and the bilingual 

aspect of the Puerto Ricans represents the alterity of a work that speaks about 

(an)other culture. 

Tone is used to accentuate character's behavior which emphasizes certain 

aspects which result in an indirect foreignization of the text. Without Don Julio's 

scornful tone, the reader would not feel his force as a metaphorical colonizer. 

Arfstides in English is a victim of cultural forces which do not allow him to be the 

rightful heir to Diamond Dust. This of course is from his point of view but 

nevertheless, the English reader feels the alterity of the situation. The variations in 

certain details between the two versions cannot be considered as domestication nor 

foreignization. The changes wrought by these changes in facts are not tremendously 

important in the interpretation. 

The study of this chapter concludes that for the most part, Ferre has made 

changes in the characters by additional information, the use of tone, and has varied 

facts with no significant change in the interpretation of the novella. On the whole, it 

can be said that all these changes both contributed to the fluency of the text and, 

paradoxically introduced the alterity, as in the case of the additional information about 

the "Northeners" as seen by Dona Laura. Ferre seems to want to balance out her 

domestication of the text by pointing out the conflicts of her country seen through her 

characters who think very differently about the American presence in the island. 
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Conclusion 

At this time, recent work in translation studies is breaking new ground in 

explaining how the process of transferring a text from one language to another cannot 

be detached from the idea that language is culture. Such theorists as Venuti, Lefevere, 

and Bassnett have invigorated the field with new critical approaches that break the 

dichotomous mold of the "word for word," or "sense for sense" models of translation. 

But, even as they construct new bridges between the linguistic and the social 

components of a text, theorists have neglected entirely the texts authored by bilingual 

writers, the self-translation. 

The translation theorist, Lawrence Venuti has established terms for describing 

the process of translating and this study has applied them to Rosario Ferre's novella 

"Maldito amor" and her translation "Sweet Diamond Dust." To study a translated 

work of a self-translating bilingual author, one must begin with a close comparison of 

the source-language text and the target-language text. By performing Venuti's 

suggested "symptomatic reading," one must try to trace the self-translator's 

intentions. Upon this reading of both texts of Ferre's work, it can be concluded that 

Ferre's translation largely resorts to domestication throughout her novella. 

In Venuti's sense of that term, Ferre's domestication is evident in her 

determination that the readers of the novella understand Puerto Rican cultural and the 

socio-political currents. Ferre produced a transparent and fluent translation of 

"Maldito amor" for the English reader. The author obviously disliked the commercial 

translations of her work because they produced a loosely word-for-word translation 
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into the second language; Venuti's formula of foreignizing a translation. In the case 

of this novella, foreignization would be confusing or a total loss for a reader who has 

no knowledge of the island and must constantly refer to footnotes in order to 

com\)rehend. Ferre alters the text but not in Venuti's domesticating mode that in 

English could produce such curious results as depicting Don Quixote as an 

. h h . 16 etg teent -century sqmre. 

In translating the novella "Maldito amor," Ferre's task was not an easy one. 

Throughout the English version, a tug of war can be observed between domesticating 

and foreignizing the text. In many instances, the English translation is a halfway 

point between the two. The novella's structure is in itself very complicated, and this 

"open work" mode is another obstacle in translation . How does one translate an 

intricately cultural text that is based on conflicting narratives? 

In the past, the writer has declared that "to be a bilingual writer is really to be 

two different writers, to write in two different styles and, most of all, to be able to 

look at the world through two different sets if glasses" (Ferre, Writing 17). Ferre 

looks at her Spanish novella' s world through the glasses of an English reader and 

(re)writes (an)other text in English. This version is different; the writer makes 

adjustments, amplifies cultural information, so that an Anglo reader may regard the 

narrative with a cultural insight. Only a bilingual, self-translator "in between" cultures 

can render a version of the characteristics observed in this study. 

Ferre has often mentioned her (re)writing stories; the author had taught a class 

of creative writing and in an interview, she explained the process saying that "I would 

tell them to pick a fable, a short story by Scheherazade, for example, read it, close the 

book, and then rewrite it in their own terms. ( .. . ] You put yourself in the situation of 

the original writer and simply tell yourself: If I were she, how would I have reacted to 
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this situation? What would I have done? And then tell what happens" (Perry 94). 

Due to her bicultural background, in this case Ferre put herself in the place of the 

writer in English of "Maldito amor" and imagined how she would have written the 

novella in English 

"Sweet Diamond Dust" is a version; it is not a mirrored translation; The work 

is independent of the Spanish version. The metatext of "Sweet Diamond Dust" is 

similar to a reader's interpretation of "Maldito amor" but they can not be described in 

Venuti's terms because it is not the same novella; "Sweet Diamond Dust!Maldito 

amor" are dual texts. The concluding paradox arises when the two version are 

comparatively studied within the cultural context of each version's language; "Sweet 

Diamond Dust" is the domesticated version of the foreignized "Maldito amor." This 

result can only be the work of a bicultural writer. 

Ferre is a product of her island's bicultural historical influences, and her 

project of translating culture is yet to be incorporated into theory, quite like the works 

of Beckett, Nabokov and the Latinos. Perhaps such writers exemplify the state of 

being in-between the two translating extremes, foreignizing and domesticating. Their 

dual texts, as we have seen in Ferre's "Maldito amor/Sweet Diamond Dust," clearly 

require new theoretical formulations that will critically situate these rare cases of self

translation. 
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Notes 

"A symptomatic reading, in contrast [to a humanist reading], locates 
discontinuities at the level of diction, syntax, or discourse that reveal the translation to 
be a violent (re)writing of the foreign text, a strategic intervention into the target
language culture, at once dependent on and abusive of domestic values" (Venuti 25). 

2 Ferre commented in an interview that she worked with translators only when 
she could do as she pleased with the translated version . "I had that experience once 
with another translator," said Ferre, "who started telling me, 'Oh, you can't change 
this or that because it's in the original.' I said, 'It's your translation, but it's my 
story!"' (Perry 101). 

3 In 1995, Ferre wrote and published her novel The House on the Lagoon in 
English and, in 1996, she published the Spanish version La casa de Ia laguna (1996). 
Following this same pattern, the author first published the English version of her last 
novel, Eccentric Neighborhoods in 1998 and the Spanish version, Barrios excentricos 
in 1999. 

4 Ferre's novella "Maldito amor" is included with three other short stories, in 
an anthology of the same title. Such is the case of the English version that shares the 
same title as the novella, "Sweet Diamond Dust," and also includes the translated 
versions of the novella and the other three stories. 

5 Ferre herself mentions the concept of (re)writing tales or (re)telling stories; 
creating another version of the same story. According to Ferre "all writing is a 
translation, a struggle to interpret the meaning of life" (Perry 99). Both these 
concepts together with the fact that Ferre admits to changing details of a story when 
translating (Perry 101 ), validates the choice of "version" in lieu of the other 
possibilities. 

6 Ferre was born to a wealthy family, among what Raymond Carr 
denominates socially as the "resident educated white elite (270)." Ferre's maternal 
grandparent's were part of the landowning elite and her father, who became Governor 
of Puerto Rico, belonged to a family of industrialists (Franco x). 

7 The writer completed most of her education in the United States, earning an 
advanced degree in Puerto Rico and the Ph.D. in Hispanic Languages and Literature 
from the University of Maryland. As a graduate student at the University of Puerto 
Rico, Ferre founded the literary journal Zona de carga y descarga in 1972 and co
edited it with her poet-cousin Olga Nolla until 1976. Ferre's short story "The 
Youngest Doll" was published in the first issue and would later form part of her first 
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anthology Papeles de Pandora (1976). Ferre has resided for long periods of time in the 
United States. 

8 Henceforth, the parenthetical references to Ferre's novella will be indicated 
as MAin the case of the Spanish version, and SOD, in the case of the English version. 

9 Luis Rafael Sanchez, in his collection of essays No llores por nosotros Puerto 
Rico (1997), points out in "La gente de color" that on the island blacks are not 
lynched, segregated, or barred from any place or position. Racial prejudice is more 
subtle; it exists in the language itself, which has at least fourteen euphemisms to refer 
to the skin shades of black. Sanchez writes that "No nos prestemos al engafio. El 
falso paradigma racial cumple otras aspiraciones, nada secretas, como lo son 
tranquilizar al Padre Nuestro Que Esta En Washington y asegurarle que Ia etnicidad 
puertorriquefia contiene un porcenaje mayoritario de genes blancos" ("Let's not be 
fooled. The false racial paradigm fulfills other aims, not at all secret; which are those 
of calming Our Father Who Is in Washington and to assure him that Puerto Rican 
ethnicity contains a major percentage of white genes." 29). Hereafter, all translations 
are mine. 

10 The texts used in this comparative study are the Vintage Espafiol (1998) 
edition of Maldito amor and the Plume (1996) edition of Sweet Diamond Dust. All of 
the many editions of Ferre's work both in English and Spanish were consulted, and 
apart from some slight differences in presentation, and a few variations in the text, 
they are very much the same. In Chapter V The Confession!La confesi6n, there is 
variation in the words pronounced by Arfstides that read "el hijo de su padre y el nieto 
de su hermano; el de hijo de mi coima y el hermano de su hermano; su hijo, su 
hermano y su sobrino a Ia vez" (MA Vintage, 57). In the other editions the change 
may read "el nieto de su esposa, el nieto de su madre" (MA Mortiz, 51) or "el hijo de 
su padre y el nieto de su hermano" (MA Ed. Sudamericana, 51). However, none of 
these variations affect the idea represented in the sentence and, in consequence, the 
translation of the novella. 

A second difference is the addition of "Memorias de Maldito Amor" (MA 9) 
as a prologue in the Ediciones Huracan 1988 publication and included thereafter in all 
the Spanish versions published. The Sweet Diamond Dust (1988) publication does 
not include the "Preface: Memoir of Diamond Dust" (SOD vii) which was later added 
in the Plume edition (1996). 

11 Ferre comments on the use of foul language in her essay "From Ire to 
Irony" in which the author cites Paul de Man's Blindness and Insight that discusses 
the use of irony. According to Ferre, de Man's theory of becoming more ironic 
because of "impossibilility of portraying our historic self." Ferre writes, "it's just as 
we develop a type of language which does not want to say what it says, that we finally 
can say what we want to say." Ferre has observed that when she denounced injustices 
committed against women, there was a lot of anger present in her writing, and the 
more anger, the more foul the language, shocking the Puerto Rican society which 
considered the works "an object of the devil" (901 ). 

12 As Ferre remarks in her Preface, 'The novel is all gossip, lies, shameless 
slander -and yet the story remains true" (x). Every narrator' s tale is slanderous; Don 
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Julio Font is said to be mulatto as narrated by Dona Laura. Yet in Don 
Hermenegildo's novel D. Julio is a Spaniard who originally was from the same town 
that Ramirez came from and the Spanish banker calls him by the childhood nickname. 
Who to believe? The only reliable narrator is Gloria therefore the reader can never 
know the true facts except for those confirmed by the mulatto De Ia Valle. 

13 "Creole" in English differs slightly from the Spanish "criollo" in that the 
word only includes people of French or Spanish descent living in the United 
States(Webster 237). Although creole is derived from the Spanish and Portuguese 
word, in English it is territorially limited. 

14 The Jones Act ratified on March 2, 1917, granted U.S. citizenship to Puerto 
Ricans. After the island was ceded to the U.S . under the terms of the Treaty of Paris 
signed April 11, 1899, Puerto Rico's political status was determined by the Foraker 
Act (1900) which declared it U.S.territory. This Act created a "real colonial anomaly 
in which the Puerto Ricans fell under "the protection of the United States" with very 
limited rights (Morales 156). The historian Raymond Carr comments that the 
takeover of the island was considered by American anti-imperialists to be the first 
imperialistic action of the U.S. (24). The Puerto Ricans lived without a nationality 
(recognized by international law) until the Jones Act. 

In 1898, the United States immediately proceeded to carry out the 
"Americanization" of the island through education and the English language. Many 
teachers were brought in from the mainland to assure the success of this process. 
However, the Puerto Ricans felt that their Spanish culture was being threatened and 
this language policy was a constant point of contention in the relationship of the two 
countries, the site of a cultural clash. 

15 The article "Translation and Prostitution: Rosario Ferre's Maldito amor 
and Sweet Diamond Dust." by Janice A. Jaffe is the only study dedicated to Ferre as a 
self-translator. I do not agree on Jaffe's interpretation of Lori Chamberlain's "Gender 
and the Metaphorics of Translation.," on which Jaffe's study is based. It would take 
another entire study to discuss my thoughts differ from Jaffe's article but 
Chamberlain's point is that translation has been represented as a feminine figure and 
metaphorically representative of the gendered struggle for power. Jaffe's work 
involves the translator represented as feminine which diverges drastically from the 
focus of Chamberlain's ideas. 

16 An imagined example whereas an English translator in the eighteenth 
century might possibly depict Don Quixote as a plump prosperous English country 
squire (an extreme English domestication of the Spanish figure) instead of attempting 
to bring Cervantes' mournful figure mounted on Rocinante in his makeshift armor. 
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